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sANTA FE NEW ME XICAN
VOL. 43.

SANTA FE, N. M., JANUA11Y SATURDAY 12, 1907.

in a straight Una for five miles without encountering a rock or sage
PLENTY OF LAND
KNOCKERS
brush and the furrow would make a
good water grade.
Valuable Coal Deposits.
"All through the valley of the San
MESILLA VALLEY
S
Juan River and in many places where
the country Is broken by the deep
canyons, coal of a good quality is
found and it Is mlne4 from the surface.
The longest tunnel In any of
Hager-ma- n
these mines is less than a hundred
feet. The deposits are only being
worked at the present time for local
consumption. Tho nearest operating
railroad Is fourteen miles distant and
It is largely on that account that coal
is not now mined more extensively
YEAR Several thousand acres In this coal GITIZENS
NEW
PROSPEROUS
AWAKE
WIDE
field have been purchased by the Arizona & Colorado Railroad which has
Injunction
pending
proceedings
With Many Enterprises the against the Denver & Rio
Grande Good Road to El Paso Y.
Railroad. This is the nearest field of
Forecast Attorney EdM. C. A. Building-B- ig
coking coal to the smelters of Ari-

CORNER STONE LAYING
IMPRESSIVE SIGHT
New Y. M. C. A. Building
of Agriculture Assured
Ritual Used.

I ILLMAN

INTERESTING SESSION
BOARD OF TRADE ELIDA

UKES

at College
Masonic

NO. 278.

RABID SPEECH

Funds Secured for Mary James Mis
sionTree Planting Discussed
Baca Pledged Support.

BUSY

1

TOWN

Mesllla Park, Jan. 12. The corner
The niw'ting of the Board of Trade
stone of the Young Men's Christian
last evening was full of i:fe and inAssociation, building of the New Mexterest. Mirny matters of Importance
ico College of Agriculture and Mewere considered and appropriate acchanic Arts was laid on Wednesday
tion taken. Hon. L. B. Prince presidafu.moon the 9th instant, under the
ed and A. M. Dettlebacli acted
as
most favorable auspices. The weathsecretary.
er was beaudi-fuand one of the largThe president
congratulated the
est gatherings ever seen at the colhoard on the final grand success of
lege witnessed the impressive rites.
its two years of effort, to secure the
Promptly ait 2: M0 o'clock the proces
BATTLE Mary James school for boys. Through HAVE
GO
TO
CROPS
sion was formed on the north side of
all kinds of discouragements
the
the main lecture hall, and headed by
board has never released its efforts,
the college battalion marched to the
three times it, bus sent to New York
Whites-Score- s
For
of
Supremacy
site of the new building.
Here the
to confer with the Presbyterian board Prospects in Eastern Roose
two companies separated Into two
President for
and finally secured the promise that
velt County Bright Says
files facing each other and made an
the school should come if $1,000 were
wards Enthusiastic.
zona.
Alleged
member's
Wrongs.
avenue
for
of
the
Las
the
Irrigation
Project.
Editor J. A. Hall.
raised. J. G. Schumann reported that
Drilling for Oil and Gas.
Cruees Masonic Lodge to paw to the
he had collected the entire amount
are
anticipat"Farmlngton
people
Farmlngton is counting on securing
Governor Hagerman, who has just, scene of the ceremony. After this file
I). ('., .fan. 12. Sena and he had a letter acknowledging its
the striking of petroleum or naAmong the visitors In the Capital
eadWs stationed
themselves about torWashington,
another railroad, coming in from the ing
receipt in New York. The meeting this week was .lames A. Hall of Elida,
Tillman spoke upon the Brown
in paying quantities, and a returned from Jas Cruees where he
tural
gas
sides
the
four
of
the
south and the Indications. are that the
square
enclosing
ville Incident in the Senate today, tie passed a special vote of thanks to Chaves County, a
well for that purpose is now being attended the Good Road's con vent ion
practicing attorney
the foundation.
line may be built into the town. The
characterized the President's action Mr. Schumann for his efforts to raise
Ten thousand and was present at. the laying of uhe
sunk
at
nd editor of the Elida News. He
Farmington.
&
St. Louis, Itocky Mountain
Paclflc
Master
took
Grand
t'iien
Tlna'iey
the
Al.
In
sum.
corner
Y.
C.
subA.
of
stone
the new
the matter as "nothing more or
required
was here fur several days on personal
Railroad is pushing its survey in that dollars were raised by public a
Captain Muller reported 'he pro- business and was admitted to practhe purchase of
rig building at the College of Agriculture charge of the proceedings and tihe less 'than lynching." He chaMcnge
direction and Farmlngton appears on scription for
Masonic
intersfollowed
was
ritual
and to pay the expenses of drilling. and Mechanic Arts, pays a high comany one to produce in uhe army reg gress of Hie committee app( inted to tice law In New Mexico by the exam
the map indicating the route to be
Three hundred and fifty feet down a pliment to the people of the Mesllla persed with sacred 'selections by mem ulations or ne articles ol war any prepare a small pamphlet on 'he city ining board of the Territorial SuA party
of surveyors was
bers of the boys' choir of St. James foundation for a charge of consnir of Santa l'e of the size to be enclosed preme Court.
flow of gas was struck and at the Valley.
there several weeks ago which is beChurch, Mesilla Park. At the con acy or silence, mutiny and treason in letters.
time the well is at. a depth of
Although still a, youth in years he
They have no use for a Knocker elusion of the
lo be connected with the present
lieved
ceremonies, the Grand made against, these soldier although
about 1,000 feet with good indications town there," lie said, "and
Mr. Broil head
for the is already actively- engaged in carv
man
reported
"Swastika Route."
every
of
L.
called
Master
Young
upon It,
The rig pur- is
for both gas and oil.
he declared there was no doubt that committee on tree nlantihie and in ing out his career and his efforts lu
apparently putting his shoulder to Las Cruees
Attorney A. M. Edwards of Farm- chased is
to deliver the Masonic soldiers were responsible for the "out the course of his remarks referred to that direction so fur have been
equipped if necessary to
lngton, who has been lu the city for sink 5,000 feet, and sufficient money the wheel in an effort to build up and Oration.
Ihe carelessness of some of the prop crowned with success. He has had
rage at Brownsville."
develop that section of New Mexico.
a few days in attendance on the sesMr. Young prefaced
his remarks
has been raised to drill to that depth It. is a
Tillman
Quoted
Law.
owners on Don Caspar Avenue the advantage of a thorough college
American
is
erty
that
to
sions of the Territorial
Supreme if it. Is
spirit
refreshing
advisable. If neither i'L'O.
by pointing out the accord whloh exnew
thought
to
as
was
senator
the trees along their sidewalks. training and is ambitious and enerTinman
it
that,
to
was
admitted
Court and
practice
the principles laid contrary to the fundamental prlnei This elicited a number of short talks getic. Elida was scarcely a year old
nor oil is found In paying quanti
"I" attended the Good Road's con- isted between
law in New Mexico, was asked last gas
down by Masonry and the association pies of
ties the intention is to sink to a suf vention coiiTKsed
liberty in English and- Ameri irom B. M. Read, Frank Owen, Hon when he settled in the town in VbW
of delegates from
evening concerning the prospects of ficient
depth to secure a flow of ar El Paso County, Texas, and Dona Ana under whose auspices this 'building ca o kiw that the innocent should suf R. L. Baca, If. L. Kuune and others and engaged in the mercantile busithe new railroad building into Farmwas being erected.
He stated that fer .because of the sins of the
tesian water. Several individuals are
should be ness. He conducted a store there for
guilty as to the proper care
The enthusCounty, New Mexico.
lngton. He said:
the order embraced this opportunity He also declared that a man shall be iven to the trees and that,
now sinking private wells to use the
afterwards as a year and a half but has continued
New Railroad Almost a Certainty.
iasm displayed there was good to
a depth of 350 feet for
to show tho world how they stood in considered
innocent
until proven to the nuisance created hy the throw to make his home at that place since.
"The proposed line of the St. Louis, gas found at
to such 'things. The speaker
of
and
relation
the
heating
lighting
purpose
guilty.
ing of stable refuse into the river. The He retired as a merchant for the purRocky Mountain & Pacific Railroad,
"The
of
was
this convention
object
flow of gas from
emphasised' the need for liberty of
"In this case," lie
"167 men subject of muddy streets and the need pose of completing his education.
which is now building Into Taos runs their homes. The
o
secure a good road' from Las Cru thought and for
one of these private wells Is sufWell Equipped by Education.
seeking after the have been punished while not more of culverts was discussed and there
down the south side of tho San Juan
and heat two or three ees to El Paso. At' first sight it might truth which makes free people. At than twenty iiave been
He was graduated from Clarendon
was an expression-o- f
with
River and crosses near .Farmlngton. ficient to light
in
confidence
charged
appear that such a road: would only tention-wa- s
called to the necessity for participation in the crime. '
the new city marshal and an expec- College in May, 11105, and from the
The construction of this railroad up dwellings."
to prac be for the benefit of El Paso and collaboration.
admitted
was
Mr.
Edwards
Mr.
oration
Young's
ntio'ii of improvement through his law department of Cumberland UniFarming-tointo that country would give
Mexico on a certifi- let ri mental to the merchants of l.as was a masterly effort, and was enthus- Negroes Should Not Be Sent to Texas,
versity of Lebanon, Tennessee, in
actions.
an eastern and southern outlet. It tice law in New
maiti'lnln-eHe
that
the
troops
negro
C'ruoes.
cate from Colorado. He has been
June. Kiilfi. He was admitted to praciastically applauded.
vwould make the mining camps of
should
not
The
sent
have
been
Texas.
to
of
at
the depots, tice law in Tennessee
subject
lights
for
in the legal profession
After this a number of speaiiers
Farmers Want Better Road.
immediately afsouthern Colorado tributary to FarmAfter condemning Major Penrose which had received favorable action ter
eleven years, and practiced four "From the statements of the dele- were called upon to deliver short adhis graduation but did not avail
marnew
a
as
well
as
up
open
lngton
in far off Valdez, Alaska. He is gates however, quite the reverse ap- dresses. The first of these was Gov- and Captain Maeklin for alleged gross in the city council at the request of himself of the opportunity there. He
ket for fruit and agricultural products years
and incompetency, Senator the board, came up; und it appeared returned to Elida and became the ediof the Territorial Bureau pears to he true. The farmer of the ernor Hagermun.
a
member
He said that the negligence
in
both
raised in San Juan County,
Tillman declared that the race ques thWt the delay in having the desired tor of the Elida News.
M'esllia.
of
reImmigration.
of
remarks
if
the
had
that
Valley say
preceding speaker
they
the cities east of the Rockies and the
tions were at the bottom of the improvement was owing to
techniMr. Hall says that the prospects of
:i good road, they could dispose of garding the search after
(ypth'tsid im- whole trouble. He insisted that the cality which, would soon be removed
mining camps to the south."
the eastern part of New Mexico are
obtheir surplus crops to better advantage pressed him deuply. The main
Mr. Edwards stated that, ho was CURTIS TO SENATE
President is primarily more responsi
The saving of the Garita from de indeed flattering and
FROM KANSAS. than under present conditions where- ject of science, one of the chief subskepticism relanot In a position to give out any deMe than any other man for the poss'1 struction was again
brought up on a tive to the future is no longer heard.
tlnis
was
at.
exof
aro
to
forced
at
to
a
college,
.Tan.
the
by
12.
relative
jects
high
information
study
they
finite
ship
Republican
turn the negroes of the south have call for a report from the committee
Topekn, Kan.,
During the course of an Interview yesthe search after truth. But, he con- taken, on the
in freight rate.
tending of this new line of railroad to member! of the
question of negro rights. uf which S. G. Cartwright is chair- terday he gave the following Interest1)
must
reasonbe
not
"This road will
only
sought
caucus here last night nominated
quite a necessi- tinued, truth
Farmlngton. He said he felt,
Booker
Cited
man
Jiud Mr. 'Read undertook to have ing facts concerning conditions in
Washington Affair,
1
proclaimed,
understand, when the Leasburg after, but he fearlessly
ably certain, however, that the rail- Congressmen Charles Curtis, of the ty,
He gave recognition to Booker some action taken
before the next and around Elida:
road was heading for that place. He First Kansas district, as successor to .'Mvewton dam at Penasco Rock, is when found. This when carried out Washington in a social way. He did
meeting.
"Elida Is now about four years old
does not believe that, the officials of United States Senator Alfred A. Ben- completed, forming the first unit in would build up ideal citizenship In it knowing that he was flying In the
Hon. R. L. Baca stated that he in but only In the last two years has it
Butte project New Mexico. This is rapidly advanc- face of the caste
tho company would stop at Taos after son. Curtis received the nomination the gmeait Elephant
sev
feeling among
tended to obtain every benefit pos enjoyed the thriving growth which Is
all of the expense incurred in con- on the fourth ballot.
and ing as is evidenced by the upright and enteen millions of southern whites
The Republi- which will (Irrigate thousands
sible for the city, during the coming now pervading all the west and most
lionest legislature of the Territory.
structing the Hue across the moun- cans have an overwhelming majority thousands of acres of rich land.
and
the same feeling of twoegisiature and the members ex of the eastern portion of New Mexico.
Professor Hiram Hadley, the super thirdsagainst
"Farmers in the Mesllla Valley
tain divide and tapping only the Taos lu the legislature and their action in
or
of the nort'h pressed their
appreciation of his suc The people there are joyous over the
for
of
instruction
the
stated'
intendent
before
El
that
the
public
ihe caucus is equivalent to election.
Valley.
convention,
em people.
cessful efforts In previous sessions.
fact that they do not depend upon
next
was
He
Paso
the
was
the natural market for their Territory,
speaker.
Identified With Many Enterprises.
The collection of dues was placed man's crude, unsatisfactory and ex
Fears Race issue in Future.
produce a.nd they cited, statistics to stated satisfaction at being present
In addition to the practice of the
He does not understand the negro u the hands of Mr. Dettlebacli and pensive methods of irrigation,
but
show that eveu during the past year upon 'this occasion. He Utile dreamed
legal profession Mr. Edwards is idenor the deep and vital character of the past dues were remitted, those now can always depend upon the blessings
at
when tihe crops were not as large as almost twenty years ago, when this
tified
with several enterprises
ollect.ed to be for the current vear. of the Almighty which visit them so
issue involved.
nt other times, they would have made same order of Masons laid the corner
Farmlngton. He is president of the
1)07.
frequently In the shape of abundant
The
of
his
attitude
administration
stone
of
that
he
main
the
considerable more money bad they
building,
Sau Juan Chief Canning Company,
rainfalls. The soil Is a deep reddish
An
In
earnest
was
desire
this
social
has
by
It.
occaan
been the
was
expressed
hail a
to the Pass City. The should see this day.
question
which gives employment to a large
In a general discus
L farmersgoodareroad
sandy loam which Is exceedingly proVery anxious that the sion fraught with meaning for the up- cause of a great and notable change many members
force of men and women during the
of the negroes sion, that every public spirited citizen ductive. Among the citizenship there
road should be built as soon as possi- building of character among tihe stud In the demeanor
height of the fruit and vegetable seawith the board to is no dissatisfaction because of hav
and
the
south
and the great- should
Mexico.
throughout
ents
Those
New
fruits
for
of
ble.
and
carloads
son. Twelve
make
work
its
effective
and hasten ing chosen this portion of the world
er
beof
the
the
the.
out
question
to
from
would
live
Visit to Mesllla Park.
relationship
present
rejoice at
vegetables were shipped
in which to live.
when
the
time
can
have
it
tween
races
cannot
much
appropriate
of
"I had a pleasant and instructive fact that they had been present at
longer be
canning factory last year and most
ooms
use
for
the
of
its
members
and
Many Settlers Find Homes.
down.
mlnSenator Tillman predictkept
time ait Las duces. Wednesday I the beginning of this movement.
the product went, to the adjacent
190G the great influx of Im
the reception of visitors.
'During
ed that i the near future a race
Colorado.
Foster
followed
President
Luther
In
southern
Mesilla
drove
I
to
was
where
Park
ing camps
from all parts of the United
migrants
Sou-tiwould
to
In
result.
the
mileand
successive
and
indicated
the
pears,
at
the laying of the corner
Peaches, apples, plums,
present,
States has indeed been amazing and
matoes and pumpkins are put up al
tone of the mew Y.
C. A. building stones along the line of the develop- in Cuba the question was whether the
our present prospects and present de- fvhich will be a handsome structure ment of the college from the time whites or negroes shall prevail.
LEAD
the canning factory. Apples are pared
ree of development and prosperity
Japanese Question
and cored by machinery but the other
ind a, orectlt to the College of Agri- when its classes were first held In
far surpass the expectations of the
Ho said on the Pacific coast the refruits have to be pealed by hand on
culture and Mechanic Arts. I visited what is now a part of the Las Cruees
most sanguine.
Since
coming to
He considered this laying of lationship between the Mongolian and
account of their being so soft when HEALTH
OF
EMPLOYES the college also and had an Interesti- school.
Santa Fe I have been frequently
rea
Is
Caucasian
It
involved.
are
Y.
C.
comer-stonM.
He
A.
haul
of
the
pared by
IN
ripe. The apples
ng, 1alk with members of the faculty. the
HOUSE asked, 'Upon what does the stability
The battalion of cadets was reviewed building, in some respects, the most was high time something was being
volving knife and there is scarcely
j
if there be any depend?' I can anto
'have this great and vital
done
any waste. After the skin is peeled
a,nd drilled
exceedingly well, show- Important stage yet reached. He con
swer only by stating something of the
off the core is punched out by a little To Be Protected By Govern- ing a marked improvement since the cluded by giving a graceful tribute to question brought before the country
results of our farming ventures. Dur
some
in
sensible
Had-ley
For
iron rod. No machines have as yet
as
way.
the
fac
himself,
Professor
principal
last time I saw them.
ment Says Chairman
ing 190(1 the corn crop around Elida
he
was
to
In
been devised for removing the shin?
battle
to
under
go
the
ready
"The ceremonies of the corner stone tor in starting the movement
averaged about forty bushels per tore
the slogan "America for Americans
of the other fruits on account of their
Shontz.
laying were most appropriate and were college which had resulted In this
and that too of a good quality.
to
have
and this Is a white man's country
softness when ripe and they
well arranged and executed.
building.
500 Acres of Fine Wheat.
vats
by
be prepared for the cooking
Or. McBride of Las duces, the and a white man must govern it."
Diversion Dam Interesting Sight.
"There are now around Elida about
Washington, D. C, Jan.. 12. The Big".I
hand.
Tillman's
Filled
of
Board
Speech
the
of
of
Galleries,
Regents
500 acres of wheat which is as beau
think the most interesting sight president
Isitihmian Canal
Commission today,
The announcement that Senator
Fruit Prospects Encouraging.
at present is the big diversion deim. the college, then made some spirited
tiful as the eye of man ever looked
"The prospects are that the fruit will open .bids from, private contrac in- company with several hundred remarks eulogizing Governor Hager- - Tillman was to speak on the Browns
The wheat farmers from Kan
upon.
yield will be even greater this coming tors for completion of the Panama people from Las Cruees and HI Paso, man, and emphasizing several points ville affair today early, crowded the
Missouri and other places are
sas,
Canal.
the
In
of
Chairman
opinionseason than the record breaking crop
OUT
LOSES
t was taken to Penasco Rock, where presented by the previous speaker. galleries and corridors of
very much elated over the showing
last year," Mr, Edwards stated when Shontz It is the greatest task of mod
The last address was given by G. It was nearly X o'clock when the SenHall
of
Reclamation
wnicn nas Deen made, they prothe
Engineer
In
the ihighest de
ate
asked regarding the conditions In San ern time and is
busifinished
Its
finally
C.
A.
morning
nounce this a great wheat country,
secretary of
service of the U. S. government, ex- G. Titus, the Y. M.
Juan County. "There will probably gree exceptional in its magnitude ami
ness and the matter was taken up.
Votes Pledged Says while fruit farmers pronounce it also
Enough
plained the great project in detail. I El Paso, whose visits to the college
of
be a thousand acres of orchard come complexity.
in
the.
members
House were
have built, up and organized the Many
a fruit country. There
will have not time to tell you all I learn
Dispatch to Elect the
into,bearlng for tbe first, time this The basis on which contracts cost
now ' existing the chamber and every possible space
are few, comparatively
ed about the subject of Irrigation, but strong association
speaking,
of
is
be
awarded
the percentage
year. The mlt growers are cutting
fruit trees now bearing, as the orwas greatly Interested, Although there. He referred to the opportunity was occupied when Senator Tillman
down their old orchards and putting of completiing 'the work.
made
his
address.
which was afforded every member of
chards are too young. There Is an
It Is estimated that Two Million Dollar Bond Required- :i light rain fell a portion of the time, the
in new trees.
old orchard at the headquarters of a
we walked for a considerable instance
community for service to himself
A
Bidders are required to accompany
12.
Jinn.
to
there will be easily another thousand
Chicago,
dispatch
ranch about ten miles from Elida
at the various parts of the and to his fellowmcn. The case of DID NOT FIGHT
acres of new trees set out In the tiheir proposals with a, certified check looking
the Tribune from Washington says: which has been
the remarkable success of the associavery prolific for years.
construction.
under
project
Engineer
In
fruit
ranches
the
bidder
of
The
successful
"There is to be a great revolution in
$200,000 and the
spring.
DENATURED
ALCOHOL
who has for years
tion in Bisbee, Arizona, was cited as
Lewis,
Hugh
Hall
to
Jr.,
he
have
stated
that
expected
Into
cut
are
is required to give bond in the sum
up
being
the Democratic political camp. Pledg- owned and
raising district
accordthis ranch, has
Illustrative
of
the
recognition
managed
the
water
for
distribution
to
ready
tracts
and of $2,000,000 to protect the governes have been given which insure the
ten, twenty and forty acre
recently sold It but reserved the
ranchers early this spring in time to ed the work by a large and wealthy' Yerkes of Wisconsin Makes Full Re elect ion of
converted into orchards. Fruit is the ment from loss.
Clark
of
(Missouri, home ranch place of 160 acres, where
Champ
business corporation. He emphasized
port to President Denying
take care of the crops.
most profitable crop and the net InGovernment to Protect Employes.
as Democratic leader in the House he Is now, after
The
having been thorCharges.
"The Hand in the vicinity of the di tihe necessity for
come from some orchards last year
The government expressly reserves
and party candidate for speaker in oughly convinced1 by years of experMiddle West states have
Eastern1
and
Altents
is
with
version
the
acre.
d'am,
spottedi
to
as
Itiself tihe control of sanitation, of
$1,000 per
ran up as high
place of John Sharp Williams, of Mis- ience, putting out an eighty acre oran idea that. New Mexico is crude and
Superior, Wis., Jan. 12. The Tele- sissippi, the
falfa is also a good crop and the yield engineering and Jn the matter of sub- of the workmen, engineers and team
present leader.
chard. All kinds of vines, melons,
Y. M.
of
construction
this
wild.
The
Comland
a
reiwrt
one
it
sters
gram
the
today prints
by
gave
impression
Is about $50 an acre.
sistence and quarters of this depart
William's Friends Not Hopeful.
truck and so forth grow lux
garden
heralded
C.
be
will
A.
far
jmlssloner
field
Yerkes
of
Internal
Revenue
building
ment for they are ditrectjy connected that a small army engaged in
William's friends do not yet give uriantly.
Sugar Beets to Be Raised.
Also all kinds of feed
and near in America and will do more made by requisition of President
on
the
was
work,
spot.
encamped
with
been
the
cahealth
contracts
have
and
well being of
"Sufficient
to this RooseveJt as a result of allegations of up the fight but they have every reas- stuffs that can be grown in the
to attract
desirable
people
to
Las
Crucea,
Upon
returning
La
and
nal
on to believe the pledges for Mr. SouMiwest.
employes. The right of a rigid
signed in San Juan County
Mr.
there was a very brilliant and enjoy- section and to advertise the college that newspaper, made against
Clark now constitute a clear majority
Plata County, Colorado, to justify the supervision is retained.
Elida a Lively Business Town.
almost
and
than
the
Yerkes'
anything
The
in
valley
rink.
the
able
ball
paper of the caucus.
department.
big
Health Before Profit.
building of a large sugar beet factory
Elida is one of the
"Commercially
else
could.
Yerkes
the
Mr.
was
done by
charged that
opposed
".In no event," said Mr. Shontz, "can
"Everything possible
at Durango, fifty miles north of Farmliveliest little towns which can be
Change an Important One.
law permitting the
enactment
of
the
Xfter
Crosses
the
the
of
Governor
the
the
of
City
the
addresses,
people
have
contractor
allowed
that
bottom
lands
a
The
be
these departThis change is of Importance be found anywhere. There are now two
lngton.
and unfit for ments as an Independent course of for my comfort and entertainment. I held a review and Inspection of the distilling of denatured alcohol and cause it Involves a great deal in the banks of about six months of
become
age
was
said
I
law
am
that
I
the
on
and
went
athletic
the
impracticable
battalion
expect
to
doubly glad
fruit raising are especially adapted
college
profit."
way of Presidential politics, as the which have about $125,000 or $150,000
In the near future again to visit Las grounds; Thie was witnessed by the because it. compelled the distiller to
the growing of sugar beets, so that
Democratic leader ought not to be of individual deposits. Our town pop
Big Contract to Oliver & Bangs.
much of the land that is now abanW. J. Oliver of Nashville, Tenne- Cruees.
large number of persona who had produce at least five hundred gallons chosen until next December, or at ulation is about 500, while the
"I like the spirit, 'tihe people of the been present at the laying of the of alcdhol a day. In his report to the
doned or used as pasture will yield a ssee, anL. Anson M. Bangs of New'
country is thickly popubeginning of the campaign for
net Income of $75 an acre producing York, associated together, were the Mesilla Valley display la the develop- comer stone, and round after Tornd the president Mr. Yerkes contradict- the nomination at tbe next Presi- lated, there being a
family on nearly
ed
ment
both
declared
a
of
the
that
well
Dona
resources
Ana
assertions,
of
executed
farma
of
the
dozen
beets.
of
Perhaps
sugar
lowest bidders for the construction
applause greeted
dential convention.
every quarter section of land within a
or
still
five
five
and
the
of
In
may
produce
raised
trade maneuvers of the companies.
gallons
the vicinity
ers
upbuilding
sugar beets the canal. They propose to do the County
radious of twelve or fourteen miles.
this past season and the crops were work for C.75 per centum upon the relations. ,
Great interest Is being taken in thousand a diay and denies having atThe church and school facilities comIND
off
The people of El Paso, so I am Las Cruees and the valley in this Y. tempted to head
the legislation in ANDREWS
vpry successful.
estimated cost. Four proposals only
pare favorable with any that can b
"Last month I went over the unde- were received. Other bids were 7.19 told, are somewhat Isolated from the M. C. A. building movement. A strong question.
found in any new country.
HOLT
BUSY
"The Elida Cement & Improvement
veloped country to the south of the per centum by George Pierce & Co., remainder of their state and conse- committee of energetic business and
San Juan River where .there are sev- 12.5 percentum by the MacArthnr-Olllespi- quently feel a sort of kinship with professional; men has been formed,' SIX JAPANESE ARE
Company has a fine bed of cement
Special to the New Mexican.
of
residents
Dona
acthe
am
Ana
CAUGHT AT EL PASO
eral hundred thousand acres of rich
County. ami' they are about to start
Company, and 28 percentum
Washington, Jan. 12. Delegate W. which was examined by a cement exland all of which can be watered from by the North American Drilling Com- The business Interests on both sides tive campaign.' The students a'so
H. Andrews and H. B. Holt, of Laa pert, E. C. Coon, of Endeavor, Wis
the San Juan Rivet, The land Is a pany. Oliver and Bangs, the lowest of the lino, appear to be working im have a sood committee in the field.
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 12. Six Jan- - Cruees, called today at the depart- consin, and pronounced the best of Its
series of mesas and in some places bidders, have had much experience In harmony for the universal good and Charles D. Hurrey, tihe student 8p anese were arrested yesterday at ment of the Interior and other de- kind, having less foreign substance of
forty miles square without a break. contracting work. Oliver Is one of mutual benefit of each other. One retary for the entire west, ig expect- Anap, New Mexico, by Immigration partments on New Mexico business. any he had ever examined. Mr. Coon
The land now without Irrigation the largest railroad contractors In who sees such a spinllt manifested as ed here In a week's time, and great Inspector Cox. They had smuggled Mr. Holt is
president of the Mesllla was the founder of the United States
grows grass to a height of two feet' America and at present is engaged i It waa In the Good Road's conven- results are predicted.
themselves across1 the bottler from Valley Water Users' Association and Cement Company. He was the originLookout Mountain
and tion, can not help but admire it. I
while in the draws the Navajo Indiana tunneling
It is ihoped that the Territory as a Mexico by wading the Rio Grande. looked after matters connected with ator of the O, K. cement. This comraise good crops of corn bv their sys- other expensive works. Mr. Bangs certainly wish success and prosperity whole will take an Interest in ma One of them wore a sailor's uniform the construction of the diversion dam pany will at once incorporate for
tem of 'dry farming.' There are was the contractor for the Zoo Canal to the people of the Mesllla Valley movement in Its largest, and strong- and had evidently deserted from the In the
Elephant Butte reclamation
"-and of El 'Paso, In their united work." est terrlorra.1 educational Institution. Japanese navy.
places where a plow could be driven locks,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
project.
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its complaints are evidently just and
A
well founded.
simifeir
condition
prevails In Santa Fe and it seem to
be very, very hard to Induce the
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
to do
present city administration
.
MAX. FROST, Editor.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
something In the line of betterment.
The few crossings are miserable and
some of them are worthless for the
EntereJ as Second Class Matter at the Sauta Fe Postofllee.
tihey were conpurpose for which
Valuable time is being lust
KATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
4.00 structed.
Dally, six months, by mail
and etsnitinuously in ne$ .25 Daily, three month, by wall.... 2.00 continually
Dally, per week, by carrier
1.00 Weekly, per year
2.00 glecting the construction of proper
Dally, per month, by carrier
75 Weekly, six month
1.00 street crossings In the many places
Dally, per month, by mall
build
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
75 where needed and., failure to
Dally, one year, by mall
and
sidewalks on business streets
residence avenues where such should
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTYbe done. This state of affairs Is a disThe New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper in .New Mexico. It is sent to grace to the city, a discomfort to its
and growing circulation Inhabitants and the sojourners here,
every postofflce in the Territor. nj h as a
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi uie Southwest,
a detriment to its growh and prosperity and not good for the public
health. A change for the better may
take place soon; who knows?
UNION
jLADCtJ
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LOBBYISTS

AND

LOBBYING.

The question of suppressing lobbyists and lobbing is up in the present
Democratic Legislature of the Democratic state of Missouri. The matter
is one of. the pet schemes of alleged
reform Governor Folk. A Democratic
Legislature in Missouri can no more
do without lobbying than its member
can help breathing while they are
alive. This has been the practice
there since reconstruction days and
the lobbyists and lobbying are entirely too strong to be eradicated as
long as the Democrats have a majorThe Kansas City
ity in that body.
Journal treats the situation in a very
interesting and evidently correct man
ner in an editorial that should be
read by the people of New Mexico.
Right here in the Sunshine Territory
there are some people who profess to
be very much opposed to professional
lobbyists and lobbying and who ihave
girded up their loins to fight, although there has been very little .of
that, sort of business in previous New
Mexico assemblies and there Is little
prospect of anything really important
in that line now.
The Journal says:
"If "House Bill No. 1" in the Missouri legislature is to be taken ns a
sign ami measure of legislative enactment the labors of that body will
be hardly worth the trouble and expense of culling it together. The bill,
introduced by a member from Monroe
County, makes lobbying a misdemeanor punishable by fine and Imprisonment. It embodies one of Governor Folk's pet hobbies, and incidentally illustrates how far the governor can get from a sound and sensible base when he starts on one of
his crusades in favor of civic righteousness.
lobby evil
"Although the
lias been greatly exaggerated, and the
power and influence of lobbyists
largely over estimated, all good citizens would like to see all such forms
of corruption suppressed and the professional lobbyists banished from
state capitals. In Missouri especially
this sentiment is strong, on account
of the legislative scandals of two
years ago, which disclosed the humiliating fact that Missouri legislatures
for years past had been under the
sway of corrupt lobbyists, and that
some of the most prominent Den
politicians in the state were
in the shameful business, while
the Democratic majorities in the legislature were represented by a corrupt combine, with the lieutenant governor at its head, which made the
deals and distributed the bribe3. It
was not until a Republican legislature was elected that the evil was
suppressed, and the school book
lobby, the baking powder lobby (under the guise of an imaginary health
society), the railroad lobby and other
lobbies too numerous to mention,
found that their corrupting influences
no longer availed.
"But all sensible persons ought to
appreciate ithe fact that lobbying cannot be killed by legislative enactment
because, even if the law could be
drawn so as to make it constitni-- i
tlonal, it would be impossible to
in advance by legal proofs
between the sheep and the goats. Every citizen lias the right to go to 'the
state capi'ful, to stay during the entire
itornf of the legislature, and to argue,
'beg, beseech and persuade, orally or
'in writing, any and every member of
the legislature to vote for or against
any bill whatsoever. Any attempt to
abridge this right would run counter
to the constitutional right to freedom
of speech. There are plertty of laws
under which boodlers and bribers can
be punished, 'but no statute could be
devised which would brand them as
such before the faot. The integrity
must depend
of a legislative body
Innecessarily upon the honesty of Its
dividual members, and the only effective remedy for corrupt lobbying
is to elect honest men to nhe legislature.
"N'everthelea. it will strike most
persons as highly amusing to see Governor Folk and a Democratic legislature wrestle with the lobby evil and
the professional lobbyist. In view of
past Democratic performance, and the
habits and customs of the party even as lately as the last campaign, It
would seem about as hard for the
'Democrats 'to get rid of the lobbyists
who 'have been and are high In the
councils of t.Weir party as it was for
iSinbad the Sailor to throw off the
'Old Man of the Sea.' What will they
do with the 'old man of the sea' who
'has 'been riding the party for years,
who cast 40 proxy votes in title state
judicial convention last summer, and
who is supposed to make the Governor's mansion his favorite loafing
place during 'the sessions of the legislature? And will it not be a trifle
to banish Colonel Bill
KnwmsJstent
Phelps from the state eauital and yet
leave his faithful' lieutenants In the
state Senate and House and on the
Governor's staff?
"Governor Folk's Intentions may be
good, but the bill is a piece of political buncombe. The only sure way to
get. rid of the notorious professional
lobbyists who hold the Democratic
party In 'Missouri, by the throat is to
elect: a Republican legislature."
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Ills tax dodging gang charges that
business is oppressed, all industries
are languishing and that taxes are too
high to allow business men and citizens generally to make a decent living. This kind of truck is especially
noticeable in a few Democratic sheets
published in southeastern iNow Mexico, In Bernalillo County, in San Juan
County and one or two other counties.
The stuff is detrimental to the Territory in some respects, but fortunately truth is stronger than falsehood and error and prevails in the
As an instance of the falsity
end.
and recklessness of the charges made,
the
the New Mexican
following litem from a recent issue of
the Kntwprisc, published in Kanuing-ton- ,
San Juan County.
I'wminton
is but a small town of not over 1.0IK)
people anil is located in a fanning
section. The iieni speaks for itself,
and certainly bespeaks prosperity and
good business condilons thore. Says
;he Enterprise:
"The statement, put out by the 'First
National Bank of this place on New
Year's shows deposits of $101,!)2S.S0,
and Indicates that the people of this
community are in a very prosperous
condition. This is an increase of
aliout 40 per cent over the deposits
of a year ago, and last year's deposits showed an increase of over 70 por
cent over its predecessor. This mon
ey is not. made up of large corporations or government deposits, but
represents savings and surplus of the
people of the community. Nor is it
by any means all the deposits carried
by them for many of the people of
the place who had been banking 'at
Darango and elsewhere before
had a hank, have continued
those relations so that it would not
be overestimating at all to say that
the people of Farmington and vicinity
are carrying a surplus of $200,000
cash."

GRATEFULLY APPRECIATED.
The 'New Mexican and! its editor
are certainly under obligations to
the Silver City Independent for the
following very kind and complimentary notice in ils editorial columns
in a recent Issue:
"The many friends In the Territory
of Colonel 'Max. Frost of the Santa
Fe New Mexican will be sincerely
glad to learn that he is rapidly recovering from the effects of his recent
accident, and that 'it will not he a
great, while until he will be completeAlthough suffering from
ly well.
physical infirmities for some years
past, Colonel Frost has continued to
do right along the work of two or
three ordinary men and has absolutely refused to cease his personal activity by reason of physical ailments.
Even during his recent, affliction ho
has continued his labors at home and
personally conducted the excellent
newspaper of which he is in charge.
There have been newspaper reports
to the effect, that. Colonel Frost was
in a very serious condition, and the
fact of his recovery will be thankfulof
ly received by his thousands
friends and admirers."

Senator La Follette, of Wisconsin,
yesterday declared In the V. S. Senate
that the frequency of railroad 'wrecks
within the last few years was attributable mostly to the long hours
during which the telegraph operators
have to work. There Is considerable
truth in this assertion. He should
have added, however, that great responsibility also rests with the mana
gers of railroad companies who em
ploy Incompetent operators, at times
boys who are too young lo understand
the grave and onerous duties develop-innnon them and who are in many re
spects unfitted for these positions. He-tween long hours and incompetent and
careless operators, railroad wrecks
and the slaughter of the Innocent, on
railroads of this country, must coninue. Tho only remedy seems to
FOR LAW AND be in the employment of competent
SCORE A POINT
men whose hours of duty should bo
ORDER IN NEW MEXICO.
Justice may be blind but at times reasonable.
juslice is both far sighted and clear
It looks as if the railroads running
sighted and swift in the Sunshine
Territory. Three months ago Carlos Into this city were discriminating
Sais and Eliseo Valles committed a against its business in certain freight
most foul and brutal murder in past- rates. In printing and in packing
ern Socorro County. Two 'prospec- paper rates in carload lots, the New
tors were the victims. 'Circumstan- Mexican understands that the rate Is
Sara cheaper to Albuquerque than it is to
tial
evidence
pointed to
as the principal ami Valles, his this city. This is a phase in railroad
business which no one except the
murdeirers.
as
tho
accomplice,
indicted and freight traffic managers and the gen
They were arrested,
tried. Sais pleaded not guilty, but eral freight agents seem to under
was convicted and sentenced to be stand or know anything about, and
hanged. Yesterday the sentence of very often they themselves seem to
the law was carried out in due form know precious little and understand
and the guilty wretch received the ess in the cases. At any rate this
punishment provided. His accomplice matter should he taken to the Interturned state's evidence and pleaded state Commerce Commission by Santa
guilty. He is now In the territorial Fe business men interested. If not,
penitentiary serving a life sentence. why not? When railroad companies
While both culprits were young in demand and receive all that the trafyears they were evidently cold blood- fic will hear and a good deal more
than it ought to bear, it is well to
ed, bloody minded and
criminals. They received a fair and call a halt.
impartial trial, presided over by AsThere seems to be a disposition in
sociate Justice Frank W. Parker and
were found guilty by a jury of their the Senate to abolish the school for
own race and blocd. It was well and the higher education of Indians at
very well Indeed that the law took Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and to save
:t3 course and that fully deserved the $1119,000 heretofore appropriated
This
punishment 'was meted out to the two. annually for its maintenance.
This event speaks well for New Mex would be a move in the right direcico courts and juries and for the peo- tion. The school should be abolished.
ple of the Sunshine
Territory who 'Experience has proven that the eduapproved of everything that was done cation of Indian youths far from the
in the cases and who tire satisfied reservations of their tribes, is a falla
with its swift and condign punish cy and a failure. The Indians should
ment of the guilty. There is not a be educated in the country of their
state in the Union hardly where such nativity.
prompt and proper action would or
The mining camp of Clifton on the
could be had by courts ami juries.
Score another good point for law 'and Gila River experienced another great
order and the good reputation of the flood on the 8th instant. A great deal
of damage was
done especially to
people of New Mexico.
railroad tracks. Despite these devisitations of nature the
LEGISLA- stroying
REMEDIAL INSURANCE
Clifton mining camp must boom and
TION.
The coming legislative assembly prosper. The surrounding deposits
will be asked for legislation to reme- - of copper ore are very great and the
ore runs rich In copper with several
ly two biisiiit.ss injustice and ine
valuable
in
been
have
that
glaring
qualities
the past. One is to protect those in
Figures do not. lie but sometimes
surance companies which have local
of comprehension
agents and comply with the territorial they are not easy
For Instance, the
statutes and pay their fees demanded by plain people.
of New York in
by law, against outside companies National City Bank
resources
shows
having no agents in New Mexico and its last statement
not complying with the Territorial amounting to $233,000,000. Just think
statutes, and yet, it is asserted, writ of It! The whole of the New York
policies on banks at the same time showed
ing some of the largest
rerailroad, on manufacturing and other 3,105 millions or $3,105,000,000 in
are
sources.
These
figures
certainly
owned
compaby
generally
property
nies or persons not actual residents astonishing.
This is an Injus
of the Territory.
According to the new directory of
tice, although as a rule, the insur
ance companies have not much cause the city of 'El Paso, there are 150 sato complain of the treatment they re-- ' loons in that town. The city claims
ceive m this Territory. The other in- to contain about 30,000 people. At that
justice s that many business firms ratio there is one saloon for every
evade the duties and obligations anil 200 people, men, women and children,
taxes Imposed on banks although in the Pass City. This is too large
of that numbusiness. There a proportion,
they do a
are quite a mmber of firms in tho ber would be more than would ibe good
grocery, dry goods and wholesale for the town.
business who also do banking. This
IT. S. Senator Knute Nelson, of 'Minis all right and of much benefit no
to sucnesota,
ha,s been
in
the
which
to
doubt,
community
they are located, hut it Is an injus- ceed himself for another term. This
tice to banks unless thes firms also is not good news for New Mexico as
incomply with the banking hws. New the Senator Is very strongly and
Mexico is no longer In the 'backwoods deed bitterly
opposed to separate
category and it must protect those in- statehood for the Sunshine Territory.
terests that comply with the law as
against those which do not comply
Japanese financiers are 'becoming
with it.
rapidly Americanized. Some of these,
residents of San Francisco, have cornBORN
ered the potato market of the Golden
A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER DEState.
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ford
this in a thoroughly satisfactory manner, but It Is pleasant work and work
that every woman lines to do.
The grate in this room should not
be built for ornament only. The room
is large enough to hold a bright open
fire and there is nothing In house
furnishing quite so attractive. A corner is the right place for a grate because the light and warmth Is shot
into every part of the room and in
this case it. shows through the open
door into tho parlor. Little details
like these go a long ways toward
making a house cozy and comfortable.
Little things count and they
should all be taken into consideration,
In this plan the pantry and china
oloset are separate, which Is a very
There Is china
good arrangement.
and extra dishes for odd occasions
that the family don't care to use;
every day. It Is a good plan to have
a place to keep such things where
they are free from dust and at the
same time handy to get at when wanted. Placing the sink in the pantry
is another change from the ordinary
that most women appreciate after
they become accustomed to It. A woman takes a great many steps In putting dishes away when they are
washed in the kitchen. By this arrangement they are carried from the
dining room to the sink, where they
are washed und at once placed on the
shelves and it is not necessary to do
a great deal of traveling around.
There is an easy stairway from
the kitchen to the cellar and over this
a , good stair leading upstairs and
another over this to reach the attic.
It is just where you want a back
stair and the stairway itself being
enclosed does not cost much to build
and it occupies the least imssible
space.
Another little convenience in this
house Is the cloak room in the front
hall, the space under the stairway
being used for the purpose. Hall closets are becoming more common every
year. It is much better to put coats,

Mr. William A. Radford wilt answer
questions mid alve advice PRER OK
COST on all MibJei'tB pertaining lo Ihu
subject of building for the readers of tliia
On account of his wide expepaper.
rience as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, lie Is, without doubt, the highest
authority on all these subjects. Address
alt Inquiries to William A. Radford, No.
194 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III., and only
enclose two-cestamp for reply.

A large family may he comfortably
accommodated in a house like this.
For economy of construction and heating, two very Important features, it
wpuld be difficult to find anything
better when the amount of room is
considered. There are young children
usually In all large families, and this
'house Is intended to be a paradise for
children.
The alcove off the front
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First Floor Plan.
bedroom is the proper place for the
little chaps and their small sisters.
Nothing could be better or more cozy
than this arrangement,
ft is big
enough for a cot or a small bed and
there Is a small narrow clothes closet,
just the proper thing for their little
belongings.

one-fift- h
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propf
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One of the Best Hotels in the West.
Coisiae and Table Service Unexcelled
o

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.
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Rational Surety
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Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
8trong Line of Fire Insurance Companies,
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms; Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Boom a Good One, Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Ptfk tlie Button we do the rest.

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
Children who have such accommodation are fortunate and they appreciate the situation in their way, especially after visiting their playmates,
because they are sure to find children
who are not so fortunate and they
cannot help noticing the difference.
As they grow older they will cause a
little anxiety-bclimbing their way
out through the window to the flat
tin roof, but the railing will keep them
from falling over-anthey may be
taught not to climb tn dangerous
places. Children are the life of the
house and they should be remembered
at building time.
A perfect house is a difficult proposition but this plan leaves very little
to be desired. There is a front stair
and a back stair, a good cellar, a good
attic and plenty of croset room, including a linen closet in the upper
hall. The rooms are so compactly
arranged that one chimney answers
for the furnace, the Kitchen range
and a grate in the sitting room.
The sitting room, by the way, Is an
exceptionally fine room. It is fifteen
feet wide by eighteen feet long and
has three very attractive windows,
windows that a woman likes to fcpend
a little time over arranging the draperies and shades just to her liking.
If this window faces the south it
should have double' shades, a light
colored shade next to the glass for
outside appearance and also to use
In dark weather; inside of this another roller shade of a dark shade of
green will be. found very agreeable
when the sun shines hot in summer.
A little extra care is necessary in putting up double shades; the rollers
must be level and the shades cut
carefully square so they wind up
without running to either side. A few
cents more to secure an extra quality
of fixtures Is a good investment.
This room will be used more than
any other room In the house. It is
a showy room when nicely furnished
and the windows nicely curtained.
It requires a little Ingenuity and some
extra work to plan the furniture and
furnishings so the effect will be thorCeiling and wall
oughly satisfactory.
tints and the rugs an.1 draperies
should all match in color. It means
work and attention to details to do'

j

hats, umbrellas and rubbers In a
closet than to hang them on a hat
rack or pegs In the open hallway. Hat
racks are a nuisance at best and
they look very untidy when hung full
of old clothes and wraps. Of course,
there is no objection to having a hat
rack In this hall at the side of the
stair as an auxiliary to the clothes
closet If you want it. A hat rack don't
look bad if you just have two or three
things hanging on it but It is no longer
considered an essential. The trouble
is where there are several members
in a family the hat rack degenerates
into a catch all. It Is a great annoyance to be obliged to clear it off evfiry
day, then there are members of the
family who never can find anything
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One of

the Best Restaorat

(s in (lie

fcnihweft.

OPEN DAY aodNIGHT
REGULAR

MEATUS 35c

MEATy

TICKET,

21

Meals $5.

FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS
A LA CARTE.

SERVED

All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Pre- pared by New Cook From El Paso.

Best Rooms in City: 50 Cents and Up.
1

respectfully, but. earnestly request Hint you take your meals at
south side plaza.

my restaurant,

0. L.UPE

Prop.

HERipA,

OUR PLACE

ffoovj I

OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
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Second

flcov

Floor Plan.

unless they know just where to look
for it. Such persons are always asking for things and some one else must
run and hunt It up to prevent a disturbance. There are lots of helpless
individuals In this world and we
should all be thankful that we don't
belong to that cl, ss.
This plan is thirty-threfeet six
Inches wide by
feet six
inches long, exclusive of porches, and
it should be built under ordinary circumstances for r.bout $2,800, but. another hundred dollars or two should
be spent on the grounds.
e
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Fine tf toes, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
The Legislative Manual tor 1905 01
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium oi value to

eve.y business man and officer and o
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.60. Address the New Mex
lean Printing Company, Sants Fe.

The New Mexican can flo printing
iqnal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
"Die New Mexican Bindery la turn- If jou cannot afford to aay for a
ork we turn out. Try our work once
It g out some of the most artistic
subscribe
and
for
the
you will certainly come again. We
paper,
daily
Weekly
binding In the Southwest. It la the New Mexican Review and
all the facilities for turning out
have
the
get
nioft completely equipped blnderr in cream of the
a every class ot work, Including one ol
la
week's
It
doings.
the Rocky Mountain states south of
to send to your frlenda.
he best binderies In the west
is ieadqtiarters for legal blanks of all good paper
Is. The company makes a specialty
The New Mexican Printing Company
The public Is showing ub apprecla
handling land office blanks, necesaem has on hand a large supply ot pads
sany In homestead entries and in min tiou ot the attractive circulars
eral applications. Prices low, especi- out by the New Mexican Printing the desk, and also for lawyers and
ally in quantities.
Circulars giving Company, In regard to rubber stamps, merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at. five cents in book form,
full information furnish' n
Subscribe for the Daily Ne-- Mexi- but will give a discount on quantities
can and get .he news.
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(Continued From Yesterday.)
Coal in New Mexico.
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The production of coal in New MexFl.
ico for the calendar year 1900, estiWillard Is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
mating the December output .reached
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water in abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
a gross production of 1,973,650 short
there is good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company Own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
tons. The amount used in operating
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station In the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
the mines was 77,250 tons; tV.e net
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and its railroads make It easily accessible to all parts of the country. It Is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
1,896,400 short tons, an Increase of
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings. It Is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
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295,400 tons over the preceding year,
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

TREMENDOl

Miss I,amy is expected to return
home during the coming week from
Los Angeles, where she has been for

Removal Sale

several months visiting friends.
.1. S.
Itaynolds, president of the
First National Bank at East I.as Vegas, has returned home from a business trip to Albuquerque and El Paso.
Miss Constance Abbott, daughter of
Judge Ira A. Abbott of Albuquerque,
is visiting friends in Washington City
and will remain in the national Capital several weeks.
II. B. Holt of Las Cruces, representative-elect
for the Sixteenth Representative District in the house of the
next assembly, who has been In
Washington on legal business, is on
his return home.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills of East
Las Vegas, who has been in the city
all the week presiding over the sessions of the Territorial
Supreme
Court, left last night for his home to
spend Saturday and Sunday, He will
return to the Capital Sunday night.
Hon. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas,
president of the Bank of Commerce,
Albuquerque, has gone to New York
for the purpose of returning with
Mrs. Luna and their niece, Miss
Otero.
Mrs. Luna, who had a serious
operation performed recently at the
Roosevelt Hospital, is on the high
road to recovery.
Professor Edgar L, Hewlit of the
Bureau of Ethnology and who is also
greatly interested in archaeology and
in New
researches
archaeological
Mexico, will likely visit this city in
July next. He has been working hard
to secure the location of the National
School of Archaeology in this city. He
is an acknowledged authority in archaeology and ethnology.
Master James
Raynolds, young
son rf Territorial Secretary J. W.
Raynolds, and Mrs. RavnoM-t- , was the
host at a luncheon yesterday a' tn
Minnie of his parents on Grant Avenue.
It. was a
pink and while affair. Those
present were James Raynolds, Robert Reynolds, Richard Raynolds, Ol is
Seligman, BpFnrest Lord and Albert

goes all our entire stock atgreat sacrifice.
Out The
reason for the big cut in prices, is to
save time, and work in the Removal of our present stock in our New Building which we will occupy the early part of January 1907.
At the present time we have the most complete and up to date stock in the City and will
assure you that we suaii give you entire
the best prices that can lie had not
only in Santa Fe, but anywhere in the Territory.
During all this month we will sell the popular price $5.50 6.00 and 7.00 llanntin & Son
Shoe for $4,95.
Hamilton Brown Shoe regular price $4-5and $5,00 for $3.50 and $4.00.
American Lady Shoe regular price $3.50
for $3.00The Clothing Stock will go in the same
iiatis-t'action'a-

-

order.
Hats, Caps, over and under garments will
follow suit.
Best grade Prints 12, 14 and l." yards for
dollar now your choice 20 yards for a dollar.
Two hundred pieces of best outing
flannel, former prices 8 and 10 yds. for a dollar
now they will go 11 yds. for a dollar.
Woolen dress goods, Silks and ready made
goods in every department wi.l be sold still at
greater cut.

,

REfBER

That this Great Removal Sale will be the
biggest and only Sale that was ever held in the
history of the Capital City.
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Nathan Salmon
WINTER GROCERY CO.
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CURE

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLl
SORUS, STRAINS, WOUNDS,
STirF JOINTS, NtiUIJALCilA,

BIZ.,
O. A. Frlodol, Dalian, Tex.
writes: "I ukBallard'KSnow
Liniment for my family. It
la clio bent Liniment made.
It relievos burns and scalds.'
SCALDS,

25c, SOc and $1.00

g Dullard Snow Liniment Co. R

stiuis

1
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School Suits
School Shoes

Sold and Recommended
FISCHER DRUG CO.

by

rj

Of Celebrated Makes.

Good Lookers and Good Weatzts

Every One.

Built for Service and
Guaranteed m Every Detail. Prices
Lower than the Lowest.

2

S,

2

Affidavit,

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
years was superintendent of county
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
schools in the Sunflower State.
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
M.
II.
of
Stokes
the Tenth
Captain
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
United States Infantry has taken stasheet.
tion with his company at Fort Saint
sheet.
Affidavit,
Michaels, Alaska, for a term of serFinal Proof of Desert Land Entry,
vice of two years,
Stokes
Captain
sheet.
while a lieutenant was on duty at
Claimant's Testimony,
Fort Marcy here from 1S91 to 1894 sheet.
and was popular and liked by many
Declaration of Application,
friends and acquaintances who will be sheet.
pleased to know that he is quite well
Final proof,
sheet.
and happily married.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
.Miss Mabel Helen Damn, of DenAffidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
ver, the cbarniiing niece of Mirs. J. W.
sheet.
Raynolds, and who Is a visitor at presAffidavit and Order for Publication
Wheelon.,
was
the
at
the
ent
Raynolds' home,
of Notice of Contest against a
Major E. H, Piummer of the Third
of a great deal of social atsheet.
Entryman,
United States Infantry, who was sta- recipient
in the Capital. She
Final Homestead Proof,
full
tioned in this city for several years tention this week
was the guest of honor at three dif- sheet;
while lieutenant
and
regimental
ferent functions durtng the week at
sheet,
Sheep Contracts,
quartermaster of the Tenth United
Slates Infantry during the early 90's, t'he Raynolds' residence and was also 1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
is now stationed with his regiment at tho guest ef 'honor at a card' party $2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
Hon. or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full LeathMrs. S. G. Cartwrlght,
Fort Wright, Washington.
Major given by
Piummer is kindly and well remem- and Mrs. Raynolds entertained at a er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 10c, padUincr party last evening complimenper, lc.
bered by many friends in Santa Fe.
to Miss Baum. The menu was
tary
Laws of New Mexico,
Compiled
A. M. iEdwards attorney at law, In
an epicurean delight, ond It was $9.50, postage, 45c.
Farmington, spent, the pasit week in served in
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leath'tempting courses. Goverthis city on business before tllw
nor Hagernian was among the guests er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
adfind
was
Court
Supreme
'Mand the others were
7c.
mitted ,to practice taw in. the Terriiguel A. Otero and Mrs. Otero, Mr. and
Notary Record, $1.25 each,
Mir. Edwards is a member of
tory.
Mrs. A. B. Rcneha.n, Miss iStaab and
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
the Bureau of Immigration ami while
Co'Ionel George W. iPrioliard. Mrs. $2.75 delivered, Desks, $3.25 delivered
in t'.io city posted himself fully on its
was the 'hostess at a lunch nearest express office.
affairs. Ho rtook home a large n um- Raynolds
eon on Wednesday afternoon for Miss
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
bo of the publications of the Bureau
Baum at wMoh the other guests were N'os. 1 and 2, full Leather $0.50 a volwhich he will distribute from his ofPadMisses Mio'Fie, Spite,
ume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
Staab,
fice direct.
and McKenzie. each. Postage 25c.
dock, Luckenbach
A.
Hon. Charles
Spiess of East Las An
after"at
home"
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Tuesday'
of the Legisla- noon
Vegas, member-elec- t
the
three dc Postage, 45c.
completed
tive Council from San Miguel County,
J. P. Criminal Docket,
lightfnl little parties 'at the Raynolds'
who has been in Washington and who
residence. The guests invited on this $2.75. Postage, 45c.
in
Su
United
the
Slates
appeared
Miss Baum wore
occasion to meet
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
preme Court in an important law case Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Arthur Seligman, Criminal, $1.00.
55c.
Postage
during the week, will return home Mrs. McFie, 'Mrs. Bergere, Mrs.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
about the middle of the coming week.
Mrs.
Hand Made Ledger, $C50.
Spitz,
Llewellyn, Mrs.
Mr, Spiess made a very strong and
Mirs. Jam'os L. Seligman, Mrs.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reeloquent argument before the su- Retvehan, Mrs. Ffiske, Mrs. Fischer, ports, Full
Sheep, $C50. Postage 25c.
preme court in the case of Cunning- Mm. Scronfo,
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book,
Mr. Lord.
ham et nl vs. Charles S. Springer and
Word has been received here from $3.00.
was highly complimented thereon by
Gaining License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
Denver of the appointment of Ernest
many who were present to hear It,
Notification of Change in AssessdisStates
United
Knaebol,
assistant
"Bri Jge" was it'be feature of an
ment, by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
trict, attorney In Colorado, to be an
party Thursday afternoon of assistant to United States
sheet,
Agreement,
Attorney
G,
which, Urn hostess was Mrs. S.
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
General C. J, Bonaparte.
The posisheet.
Carhvright. The event was given in tion was won by Mr. Knaebel purely Gaming Tables,
honor of Miss Mabel Helen Itaum of on his merit as an
sheot.
Application for License,
The
attorney.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
Denver, who la visiting her aunt, Mrs. young man is well known In Santa Fe
sheet.
J. W. Raynolds. Cards were played where he resided as a
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
He is
boy.
at. four tables and dainty refreshments
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
also well known in the mining camp
were served at the conclusion of the at Bland from which
sheet.
(J.
P.),
went
he
place
Bond
of
Those invited besides the to Denver. He Is the son of Judge J.
game.
Appearance,
(District
hcw'.ess and guest, of honor were Mrs. II.
sheet.
Knaebel, a well known attorney In Court),
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Frost, Colorado
Raynolds, Mrs. McFie, Mrs.
Mr.
and New Mexico.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
Mrs. Spitz, Mrs. J.augihlin, 'Mirs. Ar- Knaebel.
sheet.
Jr., is 34 years of age.
thur Seligman, Mrs". James L. Selig
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
The Fifteen Club met Friday afterForcible Entry and Detainer, Com
man, .Mrs. Fiske, Mrs. Llewellyn, Mrs.
The pro- noon with Mrs. Weltmer.
Lord. Mrs. Becgere, Mrs. Fischer, Mrs.
sheet.
consisted of a paper by Mrs. plaint,
gram
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum-- j
Rhle, Miss McFie, Miss Staab, and
Marsh, "Story of Little Darritt," read-- I
'Miss Spitz.
sheet.
mons,
ing from the same novel by Mrs. Vic-- .
sheet.
Bond.
Replevin
of
Alexander Jackson, who has been tnry, and character
sketches
Execution Forcible Entry and De- for a number of years general immi- "Flora," Mrs. "F.'s Aunt," and Mr.
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
gration agent for the Chicago, Rock and Mrs. Merdle," by Mrs. Weltmer. Miscellaneous.
Island & Pacific Railroad system with Current Events closed the meeting.
Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket
headquarters in Chicago, has been ap- The club will hold its next meeting
two or more $1.
$1.25;
Docket,
single,
of
30th.
with 'Mrs. Thomas on January
pointed general European agent
each.
the system in London and will leave
Governor Hageiman
will be the
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
for his new post of duty about Janis well host at a formal dinner this evening each.
Mr. Jackson
uary 15th.
InvitaCompilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
known as one oj the best immigra- at the executive residence.
folsheet.
Acknowledgement,
tion agents in the country's railroad tions have been sent to the
and
Territorial
Secretary
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
service and will have ample oppor- lowing:
Mrs.
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds; Hon. and
sheet.
tunity to do great work in causing im- Arthur
Seligman, Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
migration into the United States and
to the great West at, his new post of Bergere, Miss Baum, Miss Staab, At- sheet.
W. C. Reid, Associate
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
duty. He is well acquainted with the torney General
sheet.
Western country, having been in the Justice William H. Pope and Dr. English,
James A. Massie,
Application for Mariage License,
immigration service of the Denver &
sheet.
Spanish,
Rio Grande Railroad before going to
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
postage, 17c.
system.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
,D. L. 'Newklrk, proprietor and edi
pstage, 17c.
tor of the Pecos Valley News, publish- CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
ed in 'Che thriving town cf lArtesoa,
NEW MEXICO.
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
reached
the city yester
Eddy County,
for License, Retail Li
Application
The New Mexican Printing
Cote
day via t'he automobile line and the
sheet.
and quor License,
Santa Pe Central. Mir. Nawkirk set- pany has the largest facilities
most modern niachinery for doing all
Application for License, Game and
tled in Artesia about five months ago
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 an
s
kinds of Printing and Binding In
and is very well plowed with ,hl new
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00,
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
home.
He h'as established the Pecos
and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c.
English
BJok
and
Ledgers.
Pamphlets
in politics
Valley News, Republican!
Warrant
work
County
a
Book
Superintendent's
Best
Bindery
specialty.
and lis satisfied with the success that
50 In Book, 35c.
In the Southwest.
has so far accompanied this business
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
venture. He is en route to his for- General Blanks.
Spanish, 50 in Book, 25c.
mer home In Kansas and will remain
Bond fo' Deed,
sheet.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
in t'he Capital a few days to become
Bond uf Indemnity,
sheet.
pages, 40c,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
acquainted with conditions and with
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
Mr. Newkirk came to t'he
officials.
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do- pages, 40c.
Pecos Valley from GIrard-- , Kansas. He zen.
Poll Books, Election of School Di
is a teacher by profession and for six
Official Bond,
sheet.
rectors, 4, 6, and 8 pages, English and
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Poll Tax List, 4, C, and 8 pages.
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
in Book, Spanish, 25c "each.
.
Signs, Card Board.
"For Rent"
...15c each
.10c each
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Lace
and Mollrtes
"Board", ..... ,
10c each
for Reception and Evening Hats,
r.
"For
Sale"
j..

For Half

t

a Centory

the Leading

-- 0

P. O. Box 219.

Goods

House

Phone

No. 30.

fry

in

the City.

CflARLES WAGflER
Furniture Company.

2

Cart-wrigh-

IN SEASON

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S. E. Corner Plata , Santa P

This Month We're Making a
Special Sale on

4

1

Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds. Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc-- Just Received.
,

n HI D

1 I VI

iMr

mi

1

UNDERTAKING
y

Virt--

' A

A SMh

rrr

V

306--

I

Ssn Francisco St.

V

I

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

10.

1

(

q. s.
Phone 26.

pup

& COMPANY

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

WE NOW HAVE
EASTERN

Phone 26

FULL LINE OF

A

CANNED GOODS
ALSO

NEW PANCAKE FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

e

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

2

I
I

Order

In

4

e

I Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Oysters. I
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES OF ALL

LINIMENT
WILL

New Clothes

-

'

NNl

j

BALLARD'S SNOW

INCORPORATED 1903.

To Work Again-

2

Why ksuffei with

18S6.

1907.

12,

Back to Schoo

2

1

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

iHg

ESTABLISHED

2

niece.

JiOW

Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet,
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note,
sheot.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Assignment oi Mortgage,
sheot.
Lease,
Lease of Personal
Property,
sheet.
Chattlo Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
.Mortgage Deed,
sheet,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application,
sheet.
2

Mrs. Neil B. Field of Albuquerque
Is a visitor In New York City.
She
Is
accompanied by Miss Rose, a

JANUARY

SATURDAY,

2

i
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ClosM.Oii

Sale!

2

Hadlwa

LEGAL BLANKS.

THE
IS
HARDWARE CO.
WOOD-DAV-

14

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of

njVEIOPING, PRINTS

INO and ENLARGING.
Attention.
HOWLANO

Mall Orders Given Prompt
Send for Catalogue,

&

CO.

NEXT THIRTY DAYS.

CUT PRICES IN

Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,
j

CALL

lf

AND

GET

PRICES.

D. S. LOWITZKI.

1

in

mm

1111

iiimm

H. B. Cartwright & Bro

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
Grain. Floor

Patent

ai

JMedicia

Potatoes. Stationery,
and Grocert' Sundries.

2

510 South Broadway
1,08 ANGEI,E8, CAMF.

The Price of Peace.
"GOOD ROOMS."
Tho terrible itching and smarting,
You can get a good room at the
Incldeti. to certain skin diseases, is Hotel Normandie at a very moderate
almost Instantly allayed by applying price, either by the week or month.
Chamberlain's Salve. Pri;e 25 cents. You will be gainer by calling there,
For sale by all druggists.
before engaging rooms elsewhere.

LADIES

wit

220 San

Francisco 8t.

CSXMMMJMMJMMMMMMMJBMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMl

PROMPT ATTENTION MVIN

MAIL OftORRa.

1

first-clas-

Telephone

FOR

4

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck.Blacl smith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

:

"f;

4

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

:

:

j

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and
Water Supplies

228 San Francisco St

j

rriis

MRS. LYNG.
(Continued on Page 5.)

UfTA PS.

M.

X. MKESSBSSSEOBaSB

Com,
The New Meslca Printing
pany has on hand a large supply oi
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, nier
chants and also tor home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper If ordered in larger quan
titlps. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and yon are getting double
your money'p worth when buvlng.

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one ol
the best binderies in the west.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any.-o- f the large
cities. Our solicitor,"- Every piece oi
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

Don't forget our large and complete
AH
bindery and job department
work handled in the most
manner. One trial makes you a permanent customer.

-

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Blank Butchers' Shipping . Certifl.
cates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
'

SATURDAY,

JANUARY

12,

.v

Entering and Leaving Santa Recompiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. (Northbound arrives Santa
Fe 4:20 p. m.

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 420. KastboimJ
leaves Sanla
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.
TOPEKA

& SANTA

Branch-Arriv-

e

at Santa Fe Station.
9:40 a. m.

No. 721
No. 723
No. 725

.

C: 50 p. m.

11:15 p. m.

Depart from Santa Fe Station.

8:15 a.
No, 720
4:20 p.
No. 722
7:40 p.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west
Lamy.
No. 724 collects with No. 1 west

m.
m.
m.
10

at
at

I.amy.

No. 721 connects with No. 7 nnd 8
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa. Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from Hie
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
east.
9

.

.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
The place for choice line of
and fancy goods at Miss'

PAGE

1

mllll-TierMug-lei-'-

Mexico
New
The
of
society
Pioneers will hold Its annual meeting
on Monday at 4 p. m. at the office of
the secretary, Hon. L. n. Prince,
The annual meeting of the New
Mexican
Horticultural
Society will
take place at the residence of Dr. V.
S. Harroun on lower Palace Avenue,
on Monday evening at 8 o'clock.
The Women's Home Missionary Society of St. John's Methodist Episcopal Church will hold its regular
monthly devotional and social meeting Tuesday afternoon, January J.5,
at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs, F.
Frazler on Manhattan Avenue.
L. Morrison of this city,
Judge
is in receipt of a handsome piece of
pen and ink work which was drawn
A.

by his grand 'daughter, Erin Mbrrl-son- ,
daughter of Robert Kinmett Morrison, of Prespoft, 'Arizomi. Erin Morrison who is only 15 years old, took
first prize in pen and Ink work at the
Arizona Territorial
Fair Dielrt ait

Rlcardio lAlarid, the present juste
of nine peace of precinct No. 1, is a
Ha has
candidate for
many friends there and his success
seems assured. He lias filled the position staMsfaotorily for the past two
to
veairs and there la every reason
he will perbelieve that If
form the duties' thereof still more satisfactorily amd properly for the next
two years.
The Republican nominee for justice
of the peace in precinct No. 3 is Nicolas Sena, a native born citizen of the
precinct and who Is known by every
man, woman and child In it. He served In that position during the two
years past and acquitted himself well.
The
He is reliable and competent.
Republicans of the precinct and In
fact all the voters there should cast
He is
their votes for him Monday.
fully deserving.
The Republicans of precinct No. 18
last evening in precinct convention,
nominated Henry Pacheco as a candidate for justice of the peace and
Mr.
Roquo Guerrero for constable.
Pacheco has served one term in that
position and acquitted himself well.
He made a faithful and conscientious
official and acted Impartially and
fairly. He is entitled to election and
will drc his duty efIf successful
ficiently.
Roque Guerrero, the nominee for constable, is also a well
known resident of the precinct and is
the proper man for the place. The
election will be held at the house of
Mrs. Julianita Chaves on Delgado
Street.
John Black, fruit raiser at Santa
Cruz, spent yesterday In the city and
went to his home this forenoon. Mr.
Black Is an old resident of the Santa
Cruz Valley and is thoroughly acquainted with that section. He says
that a number of American settlers
are going into the Santa Cruz Valley
and that land values there have more
than trebled in four years. He has
a young apple orchard of seven acres
which will come into bearing next
year and some of the trees will bear
this year. He has 150 stands of bees
and will increase this number by
another 150 stands this coming sea
son. He finds a ready and profitable
market for all the honey his bees
make in Denver, although he sells
some of it in this city. He is interested with W. B. Curtis of this city in
a herd of cattle numbering about 200
head ranging on the Arroyo Hondo
about ten nViles south and west of
Santa Fe. They have four registered
bulls on the
high grade Hereford
range. These are big animals averaging 1,400 pounds, and all the stock
is doing very well. The range is fine
and the water supply is good. Mr.
Curtis, who makes his headquarters
in this city lias charge of the cattle
and is most of the time with the
herd. They believe they can make
the venture pay well if they can keep
from losing cattle by theft. This they
have done so far with some success.
They have had their cattle on the
Arroyo Hpndo for some two months.

A DOLLAR IN BANK
Is worth more to you Than a dollar in

your pocket, because
You know It is safer;
You are not so liable
needlessly;

to spend

haberdas.hery

EIRE'S

it

Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account
with us?

READ
$20.00

;THE:

Best Day of All the Yea

$12.00

Suits for

has almost arrived, but, If you wish it to be a really "Merry Christmas,"
you must do your share in the giving of presents, for there is no joy like
that of inaliiiii; others happy.

READ

12.75

Suits for

00 OR
00. L J

Sii
$10.00

Suits for

The Question

$9.50
1 nn

"What to Buy," Is a specter, which, like "Banquo's Ghost," will not (town.
If you will allow us, we think, we nan assist you In this perplexing problem, by a fi'W timely suggestions, like the following:

0 I ,UU

Presents lot Boys

I

"B. & B," Ice Skates,
Winchester
Rifles,

I..
J

EHLE'S

LEGAL

Pick

Foot-Balls-

MS VS MSVS

BLANKS.

(Continued from Page

4.)

10c each
"Lodging"
23c each
"For Rent or Sale"
2".c each
"Board and Lodging"
50c each
"Minor's Law"
50c each
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" EOc each
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
School Blanks,
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
Certificate of Apportionment of
sheet.
School Funds,
Distriet Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Prices.
.05
$
or
On
sheet each
10
Full Sheet, each
25
Sheets, per dozen
.35
Sheets, per dozen
05
Full Sheets, per lozen
1.75
Sheets, per hundred.,..'..
2.50
Sheets, per hundred
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
price. On an order of 500 hundred
blanks, customers' business card will
lie printed under filing without extra
cost.
Size of Blanks.
Inches.
Sheet, 7x8
x 14 Inches.
Sheet, S
Full Sheet, 14x17 inches.
TERMS:
Cash Must Accompany All Orders- 4

2

j

SSVSS

Line. Drivers Furnished.

the Livery

Rates Right.

CLOSSON.

SPRING J 907.

4

Morris Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic Pistols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps,
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
Imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases.
Chafing Dishes.
Ever-Read-

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
'f
SERVICE

FIRST-CU.S- S

If you wish your Christmas dinne
"Lisk
Roaster," the
the market.
There are hundreds of articles, be
fer for sale at prices as low as is con

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

f

FINE RIGS

120

j

sides those mentioned, which we ol
we will be please,

siwteut, and which

to show you.

THE PLOMPTEAUX BOARDING
HOUSE.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacturing Company.

to take your
An excellent place
meals and rest. The best in the city.
Members of the Legislature and oth$25 per
ersDon't forget this.
A flue and extensive assortment of
month. Near Capitol building, 111
the latest styles of jewelry ha3 Ju3t
Cerrillos Road.
been 'purchased and will be sold at
MRS. BRAULIA PLOMTEAUX,
Proprietress. the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
Don't forget our large and complete genuine and a3 represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree jewbindery and job department. All work
elry is a specialty the finest and
handled promptly and In the most
manner. One trial makes you best work in that line Is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
permanent patron.
rates. Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
breast pins, In gold or
filigree
Herewith are some bargains offered work manufactured at silver,
home and in
Comby the New Mexican Printing
the shops of the company by special
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the design and to suit customers In short
of
1897,
New
Mexico,
sheep
Territory
order and from the finest gold.
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Souvenir spoons, includ'.i?
Pleading forms, )S; Missouri Code uel Church stamps, in great numbers
Pleadings, 6; the two for $10; Adapt and at a low price. Store and factory
ed to New Mexico Code, Lawn of New 208 Don Gaspar Avenue,
Laughlin
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English building.
lull
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
N. MONDRAGON,
Flexible-Cove- r
leather, $3; 3herlE'
Mgr.
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThe New Mexican Printing Company
preme Court Reports, Nog. 3 to 10, In- Is prepared to furnish cards de visite
Corclusive $3.30 each; Compilation
for ladies or gentlemen on short noporation Laws 75c; Compilation Min- tice, In first class style at reasonable
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of prices, either engraved or printed. Cai!
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50; on the New Mexican
Printing Co
full Ust school blanks.
The Hew Mexican Printing ComButchers' shipping certificates, such pany is prepared to fill promptly and
as are required by law, printed in satisfactorily all orders for engraved
blank form by the New Mexican visiting cards, marriage announcePrinting Company.
ments, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

mama

hem

ixo
I
f

nd

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL

'f

BALERS

THE ONLY EXCLUHVf GRAIN HOUSE

M(

An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mrsilla Valley.
Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
A faculty
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment.
Military instrucof 30 instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Large parade and athletic
tion by en officer of the U. S.Army.
the best management.
under
Commodious
girls' dormitory,
grounds.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude ot 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College, N.

HENRY KRICK
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

SODA WATER
CITY BOTTLING

WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

It Is Much Cheaper

'

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas. Be:
len and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.!
"
A

PLAZA

BARBER

SHOP

WILLIAM B PARSC.S, Prop.
Leading Toneorlal Parlor In Santa Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
HiJr Cutting a Specialty. Three rint
Class Bartari.
Bast Side of Plaza. South or Postal
Telegraph Office.

friid,

can be relied upon" ii the very

Parlors

:

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Pour first class artists : : :
1. 50
Electrical Baths
.25
Other Baths

o..i.m

....
......

moateA Went Ride Plafft
: '
i; ,;: !?

i

To have our

"Every statement made ky 8. Spitz

test recommendatioi

we can strive

we

nuke ii cloeJ

only after the purchase provee entirely eatiiftctory.

It if great

for. Reliability ii our watchword and every sale

SQPTT'7

Iviry article earriei with
.K?

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
Diamonds.
in Watches,
Jewelry

A. W. gpiegfelberg- 257

........

Mian

anil

San

Francjo

Mm

Street.

Ylares

am Curios

W9, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
Jo Have the Best of tverytning in uur Line.

Blanket, Baskets,
OUR

Opals,
MOTTO:

SPECIAL SALE

KERR'S

Capital

buiiseu.

much the largest asset we have in oar

!

Any Flaver You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.

M.

FE, NEW MEXICO.

COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

it our guarantee.

Sole Agent For

IN SANTA

WE

customers gay to their
The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hani a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere We will
sell them at five cents in book form,

9

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

satisfaction to buy at a itore like tkda.

,

r--r

r to be perfect, you should purchas
best roaster for Poultry or Meat oi

a

San Francisco Street.

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

Everything in Lace Curtains at

rtYfTMTrTTtTrr,-r- -

For Ladies

For Gentlemen

VX

THEODOBIJ CORRICK Proprietor.

THE

Lace Cttftaios

Bon-Bo-

-1

LIVERY STABLE

When in Need of Anything in

Decorated Cups and Saucers,
Dishes.

Rocking

Santa Fe Livery Stable

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

NO. 9

Carpenter's Tools,

Roller Skates,
Chairs,
Writing Desks,

EHLE'S

THE NEW MEXICO

CALL UP 'PHONE

Shotguns,

,

Presents for Girls

VSVW WW VS

JSVSMS

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes,
Irish Mails,
Boy's Saddles,
Boxing Gloves,

Boy's Watches,
"A 1" Pocket Knivesp

HABERDASHERY

I

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES. HACKS.

l

Single-Barre-

Come Early and Get Yotii
Selling Below Cost.

rap-Idl- y

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

CHRISTMAS

I

EHLE'S

1

Until January 15.

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who desire to have their briefs printed
and correctly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now In
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

given time.

1

Stilt Sale

Letter heads, hill heads, note leads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and solo
by the New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and In quantities to
suit purchaser.

You can make it earn for you 4
Interest If you deposit it here for a

CM AS.

FIVE.

Phoenix recently.

TIMETABLE ALL LINES.

ATCHISON,

SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA JTE, N. 31.

1907.

Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM PRICES.

ahoiph sn

iGMAN.

PAGE

SANTA IB NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE. N.M.

SIX.

Terrlto-- y of New Mexico.
Office 'of the Secretary,
Certificate of Comparison,
I, J. W. Raynolds, secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby '
certify Miat there was Hied for record
-- '111
this olfice at 2 o'clock p, m on'
the Sth day of January, A. D. 1907,
articles of incorporation of Corona
Queen Mining Company, (No. 4C93.)

'

and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this 81 h day of January, A. D

It's a pleasure to tell our readers
about a cough cure like Dr. Shoop's.
has fought
For years Dr. Shoop
against the use of Opium, Chloroform,
or other unsafe Ingredients commonly
found In cough remedies. Dr. Shoop
Pure
It seems, has welcomed the
Fooil and Drug law recently enac
ted, for he has worked along similar
lines for many years. For nearly
twenty years Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure
containers have had a warning prlfr
ted on them against Opium and other
narcotic poisons. He has thus made
it possible for mothers to protect
their children by simply Insisting on
having Di. Shoop's Cough Cure. Sold
by the Fischer Drug- - Co,

hi reunto set our hands and seals this
Hie 21st day of December. A. I).

t.

(Signed)
MIGUEL A. OTERO,
GEORGE W. PRICHARD,
HENRY EADE CHURCHMAN,
OSCAR V. SELIGMAN,
H. HARRY MEYERS.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss,
Defore me, this the 21st day

(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
of

DeMi-

personally appeared
V. Prichard,
Otero, George
Henry Eade Churchman, Oscar William Seligman and 11. Harry Meyers,
known to me to be the persons whose
names are subscribed to the foregoing certificate and acknowledged to
me that they and each of them signed
and executed said certificate as his
1907.
own free act and deed for the uses
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
mentioned.
Secretary of New Mexico and purposes therein
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
Articles of Incorporation of the
hereunto set my hand nnd hereunto
Corona Queen Mining Company.
affixed
my notarial seal the day and
Is
to certify that the underThis
above written.
last
vear
signed persons do hereby associate
N. B. LAUGHL1X,
(Signed)
themselves together to form a corporNotary Public.
ation under and by virtue of Chapter (Seal)
My commission expires December
79 of the Laws passed by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of 2S, 1909.
Endorsed:
New Mexico, approved the 15th of
4fi93, Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 5 Page
No.
March, 1905, entitled "An Act to Regof Corona
ulate the Formation and Government Articles of Incorporation
Queen Mining Company.
of Corporations for Mining, ManufacFiled in office of Secretary ot New
turing, Industrial and Other PurMexico January S, 1907, 2 p. m.
hereinafter
for
the
suits,"
purposes
J. V. RAYNOLDS,
set forth, make and publish the folO to M.
Secretary.
Compd.
lowing Certificate of Incorporation.
cember,
guel

1900,

A.

I.

The corporate name of this
pany shall be the

com-

"CORONA

QUEEN MINING COMPANY."
II.
The principal place of the business

Territory

of

New

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER
One of tho worst features of kidney
trouble Is that It Is an Insidious dis-

ease and before tho victim realizes his
danger he may have a fatal malady.
Take Foley's Kidney Cure at the first
sign of trouble as it corrects irregularities and prevents Bright's disease
and diabetes. The Ireland Pharmacy.
To stop a cold with "Preventics"
is saf;r than to let It run and cure
Taken at tho "sneeze
It afterwards.
stage" Preventics will head off all

colds and Grippe, and perhaps save
you from pneumonia or Bronchitis.
Preventics are little toothsome candy
cold cure tablets selling in 5 cent
boxes. If yui are chilly, If you begin
to sneeze, try Preventics.
They will
surely check the colJ and please you.
Sold by the Fischer Drug Co.

Mexico.

Office of the Secretary.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of tha
Territory of New .Mexico, do hereby
certifv that there was filed for record
In this office at two o'clock p. m on
rh day of January, A. D., 1907,
tine
of StockCertificate of
holders of Corona Queen Mining
Company,
(No. 4694.)
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of ithe same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare H to be si correct transcript

"Last Fall," writes Mrs. S. G. Bailey, of
n,
W. Va., "I was going down by inches,
from female disease, with great pain. After taking Cardui, Oh My Howl was benefited! I
am not well yet, but am so much better that 1 will
keep on taking Wine of Cardui till I am perfectly
I

Dally.

Train No.

Distance
from Raton

3:35 p.m.
4:35 p.m.

23
33
41

5:00 p. m.

47

4:00

Despite the envious attacks of jealous enemies
and rivals, Cardui still holds supreme position
today as in the past 70 years for the relief and
cure of female diseases. It stops pain, tones up
the organs, regulates
FREE ADVICE
Writs us a letter describing
the functions, and aids
your symptoms, nnd we will send you
Tree Advice, In plain sealed
envelope.
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department,
in the replacement of
The

p. m.

Chattanooga Medicine Co. , ChattaTend.

nooga,

EADQUARTERS

OF

Cm

About Digestion.
quntl!.y of food taken
but the amount digested and assimilated that gives strength and vitality
to the' system.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets invigorate the
stomach and liver and enable them
to perform their functions.
The result Is a relish for your food, increased strength ant! weight, greater endurance and a clear head. Price 2."
cents. Samples free. For sale by all
druggists.

ling CarAa ami Aaaocstceiaata
the Kw Itasdcfca.

We

It Is not the

TO AND FROM

the

p mm mw mm
fw

la tX rift

Mercantile Stationery

ROSWELL.

Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
l
Automobile leaves Torrance
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Hoswetl
l
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves
for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. in. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
n automobile by
$10.
Reserve sea'
wire.
J. W. STOCK AUD,
Manager AutomoM1') Line.

fr

BLANK BOOKS AiND LEDGERS.

Ros-wel-

Roa-wel-

Santa Ft,

:

:

:

Roswell Automobile Co

Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
Having been sick for .the past two

Mall and Passenger Line between
with a bad stomach trouble, a Roswell, N. M., and
Torrance, N. M
a
Chamberof
me
dose
gave
Included, connection
Sunday
lally
Stomach and Liver Tablets. with all trains on the Rock Island
did me so much good that 1
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
bought, a bottle of them and fliave
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
used twelve bottles in all. Today 1
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock
am well of a bad stomach trouble.
.Vrs. John Lowe, Cooper,
Maine,
AGENTS FOR THE BUICK AND
These tablets are for sale by all

years
friend
lain's
They

Mew Mexico.

:

--

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
points 5 hours, meals furnished at
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days In
advance.
POPE TOLEDO AUTOMOBILES.

Two of the best known and best
Address nil communications and ln
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS. machines for all purposes on the
qui; ias to the
The New Mexican Printing Company market,
has prepared civil and criminal dock-i- s
especially for the use of justices
if the peace.
They are especially
uled, with printed headings, in eithe
Spanish or English, made of good rocjrd paper, 3trongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and can
vas, sides, have full Index In front and
the fees of justices of the peace and
AAi AAAAAaAA4aAaaj
constables printed In full on the first AA4AuAkA.AAAaAa
The pages are 10V&X6 inches.
page.
These books are made up n civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 32
oages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
Ml and 320 pages criminal. To Introduce them they, are offered at the

Roswell Automobile Co

New Mexic.

Roswell,

taAa.i

In Wcfl Einmiieil
AND

following low prices:
$2.76
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combined civil and criminal
For 45 "ents additional for a single
locket, or 55 cents additional for a
r mblnatlon docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In

REALTY

must accompany order. State
.lainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted. Address
the New Mexican Printing Company
full- -

Morton

COMPANY,
Secretary and Manager.

Ot Miller,

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

How Diphtheria Is Contracted.
One often Wears the expression, "My
child caught a severe cold which de- when the
veloned Into diphtheria."

Money Lent on Approved Security.

truth was that the cokr had simply
left the little one particularly susceptible to the wandering diphtheria
germ. When Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy is given It quickly cures the
cold and lessens the danger of diphtheria or any other germ disease being contracted. For sale by all

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Rcsldec-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Trees.
--

10J Palao

i

NEW MEXICAN

t

PRINT1M CO

Dlra,
Santa Pa. H A.

1

1M Nt. 111.

AvwiNfc

Kentucky Saloon.
J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietor!.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
San Francisco St.
Only the finest of Imported wines and cordials served to customers
the best of whiskies and brandies, domestic and imported, a specialty. Superior brands of cigars.

261

!

ng

The flew Mexican FtMiti g Com P Silly

BLANK BOOK

t4V

Publishers of

Wholesale or Retail

LoosVLeaf Ledgers

Commercial Bank

and Briefs for Lawyers.

A

Book-Recor-

SPECIALTY

THE

Bureau

TYPEWRITERS

Vigil, Maria.

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.

Ieave

12:25 p.m.
12:01 p, m.
ll:40a. m.
11:10a. m.
11:30 a.m.
10:25
a. m
9 : 45 a. m.
9:25 a. m.

WINE

WANTS

Best Equipped and rjost rjodern Book Binderj in the Southwest

Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Leave
Leave

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles.

The Directors of t sad corporaCroup can positively be stopped In
Varela, 'Fermlnia.
tion who are to act as" ch for the twenty minutes. No vomiting nothValencia, Virginia.
first three months after th filing and ing to sicken or distress your child.
In calling please say "advertised"
of
this
A
Certificate, are the
recording
sweet, pleasant, and safe syrun. and give the date.
aforesaid mentioned Miguel A. otero, called Dr. Shoop's Croup Cure, does
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
George W. Prichard, Henry
ade the work and does it quickly. Dr.
Postmaster
Churchman, Oscar William Seligt.1n Shoop's Croup Cure is for Croup alone,
and H. Harry Meyers, whose res, remenrber. It does not claim to cure
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
dences and postomce addresses are asv dozen ailments, It's for Croup, as are
required by law, printed In
aforesaid.
rW'a nil. SnlH by the Fischer blank form
by the New Mexican
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we haveDrur Co.
P'''-tiCompany.

BOOK BINDERS

2

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry Train No. 124, arriving
at 4:25 P. M.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry, Train No, 123,' leaving
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
..
)
' f Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. ft S. W. Ry.
W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A
Raton, New Mexico,

a

. .

Train No.

In Dawson, N. M

U

a misplaced organ.

STATIONS
Rlaton
Leave (a)
Clifton House
Leavo
Preston
Leave (b)
Leave Koehler-- Junction
Koehler
Arrive
'Leave (c)
Vermejo
Cerrososo
Leave
Cimarron
Arrive

7
13
20

3:00 p. m.
3:15 p. m.

;

LEGAL, BLANKS

j

2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

cured."

'

PUBLISHERS

1

'

I

;

PRINTERS

Railway Company.

Tun-nelto-

s

vn.

1907.

12,

line of this railway from Raton to Cimarron, N. M., including ths
Koehler Branch, is now open for FR EIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic,
Due notice will be given of opening of othbr extensions.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

The

,

'

JANUARY

St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific

to Avoid Appendicitis
Most victims of appendicitis are
those who are habitually constipated.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup cures
of said company shall be Santa Fe
chronic constluatlon by stimulating
Territory of New Mexico, and such
the liver and bowels and restores the
other offices as the Board of Direc
tors may determine from time to
natural action of the bowels. Orino
Two nicely furnished
FOR RENT
Laxative Fruit Syrup does not nau- rooms at 111 Johnson Street.
time. For the present, the Agent In
seate oi; gripe and is mild and pleascharge of the principal office in Santa
ant to take. Refuse substitutes. The
Fe, Territory of New Mexico, shall
Three furnished rooms
FOR RENT
be Miguel A. Otero.
Ireland rharmacy.
also one store room. Inquire at 204
III.
Garfield Ave.
Piles get quick relief from Dr.
The objects for which the said company is formed are to mine for cop- therefrom nd of the whole thereof. Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE
Given under my hand and the Great Its made alone for piles and It works
per, gold, silver, lead and other minOne of the best fruit ranchei lo
erals, whether precious or otherwise, Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, with certainty and satisfaction. Itch- northern Santa Fe County, about twenin the County of Lincoln, in the Terri- at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, ing, painful, protruding, or blind piles
ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
tory of New Mexico in the United on this Sth day of January, A. D., disappear like magic by its use. Try at a bargain. For particulars apply to
it and see. Fischer Drug Co.
States of America, and elsewhere, and 1907.
Max. Frost, Boz No. C.-Santa Fe,
for that purpose to acquire and hold
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
New Mexico.
A CARD.
and own real estate and mines and
Secretary of New Mexico.
Tins is to certify that all druggists
mining claims by location, lease, pur- Certificate of
of StockAnnouncement Regarding the
chase or otherwise; to mine, mill, reare authorized to refund your money Special
holders of the Corona Queen
National Pure Food and Drug Law,
duce and smelt such ores and other
if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to cure
We are pleased to announce that
Mining Company.
ores that may be acquired by purThis is to certify 'that the under- your cough or cold. It stops the Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
chase or otherwise; to build, operate
and stockhold- cough, heals the lungs and prevents colds and lung troubles Is not affected
nnd maintain wagon roads and elec- signed incorporators
ers of the Corona Queen Mining Com- uerlous results from a cold. Cures la by the National Pure Food and Drug
tric roads, houses buildings, mills,
and prevents pneumon- law as It contains no
pany of Lincoln County, New Mexico, grippe coughs
opiates or other
smelters,
cyanide plants, electric declare ittot there shall be no stock- ia and consumption. Contains no harmful drugs, and we recommend It
terIs
In
a
reduction
yellow as a safe
plants,
works, railroads,
for children and
holders liability On account of any opiates. The genuine
minals and sidings, and to acquire the
The adults. The remedy
Refuse substitutes.
or xhmt may hereafter be package.
Ireland
stock
issued,
Pharmacy.
same by lease, purchase or otherwise,
Ireland Pharmacy.
and to own, operate and maintain, and issued by said corporalion.
In witness whereof, we have hereSubscribe for the Daily New
to acquire by purchase, lease or othunto set our tends and seals this 21st DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION
and get the news.
erwise, all necessary water rights,
Tho person who disturbed the conof December,
D., 1 90.
electric lines, pipe lines, reservoirs day
gregation last Sunday by continually
If you cannot afford to pay for a
(Signed)
or other Improvements which said,
coughing is requested to buy a bottle daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
MIGUEL A. OTERO,
(Seal)
or
or
locate
company may acquire
GEORGE W. PRICHARD,
(Seal) of Foley's Honey and Tar. The Ire- New Mexican Review and get the
construct, and to erect and operate HENRY
CHURCHMAN
EADE
cream of the week's doings. It Is I
(Seal) land Pharmacy.
saw mills and lumber plants, and to
W.
OSCAR
SELIGMAN,
(Seal)
good paper to send to your friends.
carry on the business of manufacturDoes coffee
with you?
H. HARRY MEYERS,
(Seal)
disagree
of
the
and
sale
lumber
ing lumber,
Then try Dr.
How to Avoid Pneumonia.
Probably it does!
and timber, and to operate and carry Territory of New Mexico,
You can avoid pneumonia and other
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cof- County of Santa Fe. ss.
on a. general merchandise business,
Before me this 21st day of Decern- - fee" is a clever combination of parch- - serious results from a cold by taking
and to do and perform any other business deemed necessary by the Direc- ber, A. D., 190(1, personally appeared eJ cereals and nuts. Not a grain of Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops Hie
tors of said company In connection Miguel A. Otero, George' W. Prichard, real coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop's cough and expels the cold from the
with the objects and purposes of this Henry Eade Churchman, Oscar Will- Health Coffee, yet its flavor and system as it Is mildly laxative. Re
lam Seligman and H. Harry Meyers, taste matches closely old Java and fuse any but the genuine In the ye!
corporation.
If your stomach, low package. The Irelatd Pharmacy.
known to me 'to be persons whose Mocha Coffee.
IV,
The Amount of the Capital Stock of names are subscribed to the foregoing heart, or kidneys can't stand coffee
it is The New Mexican Printing Company
the said Company shall be Two Mil- - certificate, and acknowledged tnat cirinKing, try Heattn uomee.
lion (2,000,000,) dollars non assess- - 4ty and' each of them signed and wholesome, nourishing and satisfying, is prepared to do the best of brlel
able divided Into 400,000 shares of the executed the same as his own free act It's safe even for the youngest child, work In short order and at very read
ouable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
Co.
par value of Five Dollars $(5.00) each an'd rteed for the purposes therein Sold by Cartwrlght-Davlhave their briefs printed rapidly and
share, and the capital stock of this mentioned and set fontih.
In witness whereof, I have liereun- correctly and to present Jhem to the
LETTER LIST,
corporation with which it shall commence business shall be Two Thous- to set my hand and affixed my official
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Mexseal the day and year last above writand Dollars ($2,000).
List of letters remaining uncalled ican
ten.
V.
Printing Company and leave thei.
(Signed)
for In the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
X. B. I.AUGHLIN,
The name and Postofflce addresses (Seal)
oriers.
1907.
M., for Week ending
Jan. 12,
of the said incorporators, the number
Notary Public. If not called for within two weeks will
A GOOD HOTEL.
of shares of stock for which they do
My commission expires Dec. 2S,
be sent to the dead letter office at
The Hoel Normandle la now prehereby subscribe respectively, and the 1909.
Washington.
amount of the said capital stock with
Endorsed:
pared to accommodate its guests in
Attler, J. n.
a first class manner. They have first
which said company or corporation No. 4C94, Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 5 Page 434.
Archuleta, Eologio.
shall commence business," are as fol- Certificate of
class rooms, first class dining room
of StockBlydon, H. L. (2)
lows :
service, and the prices are moderate.
holders of Corona Queen
Brown, Moso.
It. will pay "you to stop there.
Miguel A. Otero, whose Postofflce
Mining Company.
Chavez, Sepriiino.
address is Santa Fe, New Mex- Filed In office of Secretary of New
C.
X.
DelToy,
ico, subscribes for Eighty (SO)
Mexico. Jan. S, 1907, 2 p. in.
Espinosa, Prof, Aurelio M.
shares of said .stock.
,r,
y, RiAYNOl-DS- ,
James, Sam.
W.
Postwhose
Prichard,
George
Conip. O to M.
Secretary,
The
Lucero, Ramon.
office address is Santa Fe, New!
Lucero, Jose Ilaca.
American
subscribes for Eighty
Mexico,
How's This?
Moya, Mrs. FranclsquMa.
(SO) shares of said stock.
Collection
We Offer One Hundred Dollar! Reward for
'Morales, Lorenso.
Henry Eade Churchman, whose any case of Catarrh
that cannot be otirwi by
Agency.
Montoya, H. C.
Postofflce address is 1G Mincing Hait i Catarrh Cure.
No fee charged
F, i. CHENRY A CO., Toledo, O.
subOlivas, Juan Jesus.
London,
Lane,
England,
We, the undersigned, have Known F. J
unless collectlo h
Ortiz, Luis.""
scribes for Eighty (80) shares of Cheney for the Inst 15 years, and believe him
is made. Womuk f
perfectly honorable In all businem transacPolish, Rosarito.
said stock.
tions and financially able to carry out any
In all parts of tho U. S.
collections
Pastor lsit Baptist Church.
William Seligman, whose obligations made by this Hrm.
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.
Walding, Rinn k A Mhvin,
Postofflce address Is 21 Great
Italia, Jose A,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
413 Kansas Avenue,
Quimtiina, Cainilo.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally,
Winchester Street, London,
KANSAS,
directly upon the blood and mucous
TOPEKA,
for Eighty (80) acting;
Romero, Juan R.
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
shares
said stock.
free. Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all
Romero, Juwn D. Jesus.
H. Harry Meyers, whose Postoffice Druggist.
Romero, Teodoro.
Take Hall's Family Pills for eonstlpai Ion
address is Waldorf-AstoriSummers, Mrs. Rosalie,
Hotel,
New York City, New York, subSwain, J. B.
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
scribes for Eighty (SO) shares of
Sand'oval, Mianuel.
now
The
best short order meala are
saift stock
Taylor. W. M.
being served at the Bon Ton RestauREMINGTON
VI.
Tenorio, N'.olas.
The time ot. ibe existence of this rant. The best cooks, and waiters are
Viera, Jose Mrs.
corporation shall u Fifty (50) vears. employed at this place.
V'iera, Joso Mrs,
How
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When Annie Played

leading
and
Galveatoi
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City,
points East to San Francisco, Lot Angelea, El Paw and

Gooseberry
Ethel "Barrinton

s

by Homer Siirutfue

Blackberries hedged the rood on
either side as It wound higher and
higher toward the Ilerkshires. Here
and there some belated strawberries,
tiny specks of crimson In the grass,
Joined their fragrance to the invigorating breath of the plues. From an
unpainted barn came the persistent
of a loom, where
Miss Lettice was weaving yards of
carpet from Utile balls of colored rug.
A voice sharp enough to the verge of
displeasure startled her.
"Will yon finish tomorrow, sister?"
"I It doesn't hardly seeui possible"
" "J'was promised. Tears to me
you're uncommon slow. Surely you're
not such a fool as to he thinking o'
William Henderson and such nonsense
at your age."
Miss lattice's hand Involuntarily
sought the fastening of her bodice, but
the faint crackle of the secreted paper
was too imperceptible to reach Mrs.
Allen's ears.
"The letter was delayed. He's going
away tomorrow"
"I.ettlce Howard, he's no man for
you. We settled that years ago. I'm
ashamed for you that you so much as
think on him now."
Miss I.ettlce
"He's free again"
spoke deprecatingly.
"Free, Is It? If he wasn't good
enough for you when he was young,
a widower with three children certainly ain't no gain." With a toss of the
head Mrs. Allen recrossed the road to
her cottage. '
Miss I.ettice sat miserably uncertain, her hands' Idle in her lap. She
forgot the loom and Mrs. Harris, who
was counting on the finished carpet.
Her thoughts were witli the curly headed lad from whom her sister had separated her because he failed to settle
in the town where he was born, but,
like a rolling stone, was forever wandering, apparently gathering little o
this world's goods. Now he had returner and wanted to see her.
It
seemed a cruel prank of fate to have
joined forces with her sister and In
the form of delayed mull prevent their
meeting. A tear gathered beneath her
lashes, but before It fell a pair of
warm arms wouud themselves around
her ueok.
"Aunt Lettice, you're In love, iu love!
Don't ask me how
know, because
you are. You don't listen to what
folks are saying, and as to the carpet"
"Yes, dear, the carpet," Miss Lettice
seized the shuttle and sent It flying
through the shed Of warp threads. Her
feet mechanically worked the treadle
shifting the heddles; then with the batten she bent the woof of rag into
place again and again.
"We can't talk through that noise."
she remarked plaintively.
"My dear, there Is nothing"
"There Is, you darling. Come, 'fess
up. I'm uot to be put off. It's fellow
sympathy." The crimson deepened In
the laughing face, and witli soft wheedling she gained the desired confidence,
and Miss I.ettice surrendered her letter.
It was in no sense a love letter, yet
It was the nearest approach that the
spinster had ever received.
Possibly
she read between the lines:
click-clack- ,

v

1906,

thud-thu-
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Ism even than usual Mrs. Allen was
not herself sufficiently calm to notice.
As was customary in the morning.
Miss I.ettlce lielooli herself to the harn,
and the working of the loom liroke
familiarly on the quiet air. Shortly
after 10 .Mrs. Allen, attracted by the
rumble of wheels on the road, saw that

In the first place, nil the presumptions arc with the fisherman's contention. It is perfectly plain that large
fish are more apt to escape than small
ones. Of course their weight and activity, combined with the increased
tricklness and resourcefulness of age
and experience, greatly increase their
ability .to tear out the hook nud enhance the danger that their antics will
expose a fatal weakness In hook,
leather, line or roil. Another presumption which must be regretfully mentioned arises from the fact that In
many cases the encounter with a large
fish causes such excitement nud such
distraction or perversion of Judgment
on the part of the fisherman its leads
him to do the wrong thing or fall to
do the right thing.
''Fishing and
Shooting Sketches," by O rover Cleve-

the carrier was making an extra trip.
She spake of It to Auuio, who came In
hot nud tired to noonday dinner.
"Call your aunt," she continued. "Tin
pork will be cold. 1 got it specially to
tempt her. She's eaten nothing these
two days."
'Rob's mother Invited her" began
Annie nervously.
Mrs. Allen turned
"What for?"
sharply, dish in hand.
"She has some rags for carpet weaving. Rob told mo about it."
land.
Mrs. Allen sniffed, disgruntled,- "Your
aunt had to go traipsing off without
If is ItpfiKon.
"Halfback Sinaslium says that foottelling me. Resides, there's none too
much daylight to finish Mrs. Harris' ball players should not be allowed to
wear head protections."
piece."
In the afternoon she was too busy
"On what does he base his argupreserving to notice Annie's absence ment?"
or give thought of her sister, but wheu
"Why. he Is out. of the game, with n
the last Jar of jelly was sealed she lame foot, the result, of kicking one of
caught up her suubounet and crossed his opponents on the nose
the road to relieve I.ettice.
Plain Denier.
As she entered the barn the glare
froj the outside sunlight blinded her, CHINESE SKILL WITH AXES,
hut even when that passed she doubted her own slgfit. Rob was working Carprutpm of f.'athay Will Cuiuparv
With
the loom while Annie, rosy and tender,
In judging the performance of the
hung over the back of his chair. Miss
Lettice was nowhere to be seen, hut native Chinese workman It is almost
JJven as Impossible to avoid the 'popular bias
the carpet was completed.
she entered Rob threw down the shut- that addiction to their own methods
tle and caught Annie around the and tools invariably bespeaks fatuous
waist.
conservatism.. Though this is iu many
"Now, my reward!" he cried, his Hps cases true. It will olten be round on
careful observation that what has passseeking hers lovingly.
"Annie!" At Mrs. Allen's cry the ed for a stubborn blindness to the viryoung people turned, but Rob did not tue of Innovation Is In reality a keener
release the girl.
perception of comparative merits than
"Mrs. Allen, she's promised that is. the Judge himself was aware of.
with your approval. I love her. I'll
This Is particularly true of Chinese
be as good to her as I know how."
carpenters. While most of their commonest tools differ iu some radical
"Soy yes, mother. I'm so happy"
There was a painful silence before way from our own, It Is never, safe to
Mrs. Allen reluctantly gave consent; assume the superiority of the western
then her bitterness sought an outlet.
Their small ax. for example.
product.
"Where Is your aunt?"
Is a beautifully balanced tool, and they
"The carpet's done," explained Rob are remarkably adept in the use of It.
cheerfully.
being aide to work as true a surface
"Done, Is it? By whom V"
therewith as can be obtained with an
"Mis' Alleu. Mis' Allen"- -- The car- ikIjs in the hands of the white man.
rier drew her horse up at the barn and
On heavy work It is customary for
on Mrs. Allen's appearance thrust a two to hew together on opposite sides,
note Into her hand and hastened on.
striking alternate blows. Hot h bunds
"Daughter, did you know of this?" are used, and the recover Is over the
Mrs. Allen's voice shook as she passed shoulder, alternate
right and left.
the paper to the girl, who read aloud: There is a freedom of swing witli an
Dear Lettice I am visiting my brother
I Just had to accuracy of delivery that is a treat to
"Sister, don't ho
Joe till Wednesday. I want so much to see Willlnm, und heangry.
could not bear that watch, and the rapidity of blows is alee you. It I'd be welcome send me word.
we should part aK.iln.
I'm very happv.
most bewildering. Engineering
Yours, as ever,
WILLIAM.
1.ETTIOK HENDERSON.
"I I only got It last night"
"She's married, mother dear. Xow
"It's too late to write now," her it's done won't you be glad too?"
The Great Duatard.
niece hurried on, "but you must go to
But Mrs. Allen turned and walked
The great bustard (Otis tarda), n bird
Chatham to see him. Make believe silently over to the cottage.
still found In the southern provinces of
you're shopping. Jennie's going tomor"It's a bit rough on her losing you
row. I'll have Itob ask her to stop for both the same day," admitted Rob, Russia, Is the heaviest European fowl.
In size It exceeds the Norwegian blackyou."
drawing the girl's hand Into his, "but cock. The old males attain a weight of
"Sister would never listen. Besides,
we'll make It all .up to her in the futhirty-fivpounds, and where food Is
It's not the carrier's day."
ture."
, specimens
weighing thirty-eigh- t
plentiful
"She's making a special trip for
The Trlltule Clonk.
pottnds and even forty pounds
old days men and boys wore
the
In
Bob's mother. Just to think'-t- he
girl
been captured. These' birds have
rose excitedly "it must be ten years"
rather long clonks In the winter time. have
from
western Europe,
disappeared
lined
were
with
were
black
and
"Twelve."
They
once they were almost as numerwhere
Scotch
"And you've cared all this time! Oh, very bright and showy
plaids.
ous as partridges, and are seen only in
Aunt Lettice, how could you bear it? One winter's night when I was startsmall flocks in the sand hills skirting
Mother's good as she cau be, only she's ing to church to square a crime of
the lower valley of the Dnieper and
had so much trouble It's made her a some kind committed during the week
here and there along the north const of
little hard. Do as I say and I'll play I hid my cloak near the gate and went
the Caspian. The hen lays eggs as big
unoff
and
with
the
other
played
boys
gooseberry for yon. After breakfast
A larger and heavtil
I
church
was
over.
Then
returned as ordinary pears.
come over here, as usual. About 10
Is Incapable of
the
ier
cassowary,
bird,
home.
in
But
the dark I put the cloak
walk 4own the road till the carrier
but It can kick with the
overtakes you, then to Chatham with on wrong side out, entered the room, flight,
of a mule and uses the sharp,
her and to Joe Henderson's, ask for threw the cloak aside and then stood strength
the usual examination, p got a'long bony quills of its wings as ft cock uses
William and you'll have hours togeth'
his spurs.
er. Jennie will pick you up on her very well until the temperature of the
was
church
mentioned.
mother
My
homeward trip. You'll be back to supi; ran led In Advance.
per. Mother need never know unless said:
doctor who had lately setThe
young
must
been
have
"It
Impossible to
you choose to tell ber."
had ample opportuShrubvllle
Iu
tled
on
such a night."
"But the carpet! If she doesn't heal- keep warm there
If nothing else
I didn't see the art of that remark nities to learn humility
th loom she'll come over to find out
Held. One day he was
and was foolish enough to explain that In his chosen
what's wrong."
hailed by an elderly man, who re"Leave that to me. I've got to think, I wore mj clonk all the time I was In
him to step In and see his
quested
If
I
She
asked
churcli.
on
it
kept
but I'll fix It somehow."
wife, who was ailing. At the close of
too.
I
home
see
didn't
church
from
During supper Mrs. Allen glanced
his visit the young doctor asked for a
anxiously at her sister's flushed cheeks the hearing of that remark. I said private word with the man.
She
said:
that was what I had done.
and untouched plate. With the mor"Your wife's case is somewhat com"You were in church with that red
row William would be gone, thcu Letplicated," he said, "and with your perand
outside
Scotch
glaring?
plaid
return
to
her normal self.
tice would
mission 1 should like to call the Brook-fielLater, when Annie wandered down Didn't that attract any attention?"
physician In consultation.",
a
to
Of
such
course
continue
dialogue
the road with Rob, the moonlight show"Permission!" echoed the umu indigwould
and
tedious
been
have
unprofitaed their heads very close together,
nantly. "I told her I knew she ought
while now and again the girl broke ble, and I let It go and took the conse- to have a good doctor, but she was
Into a ripple of mischievous laughter. quences. Prom Mark Twain's Autobi- afraid you'd he offended if she did,"
In North American Review.
Watching, the mother felt "a pang of ography
jealousy. Rob was a good match, yet
"Paradise I.ii.t."
FUU Storle.
she dreaded the day she must yield her
Milton's "Paradise Lost" was comIs
said
It
fishermen
that
constantly
daughter to another, and tonight the
menced between 1039 and 1642 and
greatly exaggerate the size of the fish
time seemed very near. Bbe went sevabout the time of the "great
completed
lost.
are
that
This
accusation, though fire
eral times to her room for forgotten
in September, 1(566.
London"
of
most
frequently and flippantly made,
trifles, and each time there showed a
It in passages of
author
composed
Its
Is In point of fact based upon the most
Hue of light beneath her sister's door.
from ten to twenty lines at a time and
a
love
slanabsurd
and
of
arrogance
a
me
to
"Seems
long time
you're
to an amanuensis,
derous assertion that passes under- then dictated them
getting to bed," she admonished.
some attached friend. It wat
usually
are
These
harsh
but
words,
standing.
"I -- I'm most ready," came the refirst published In 1CU7 by. one Samuel
are ajnmdiititly Justified.
ply. If Miss Lettlce'a voice sounded they
gear."-Clevel-

and

1

e

d

Simmons, and a second edition appear
ed In 1074.
For these two editions
10 and bis widow
Milton received
8 more.-Lond- on
ilraphic.

Wells Fargo & Company

Over anil Allure.
"Mother, does Dr. Smith wear his
everyday clothes under that long white
gowu wlieu he preaches'.'" asked a little girl who had seen Hie edge of the
minister's trousers under his robe.
"Yes, dear," was the reply.
"Well," she emit Itmed. "now I know
why It. Is called a surplus." Harper's
Weekly.

(ood For Luncheon.
"At luncheon I had something which
was excellent, but not substantial."
"What was It?"
Dlavolo
"An excellent appetite."-- II

Express.
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Rosa.

The two greatest stimulants In the
world ar love and debt. Beaumont.

TRICKS OF THE CAMERA.
Why Von Should Let the I'hotosra-lihe- r
EARLY GENIUS.
Do I lie PohIiik.
"I always hnte to have my picture
Men Who Were Youiiu' In Yearfl, hut
taken, because I have such a horrid
Old In
num.
long neck." said the woman petulantly
nilnle his epochal experiment
Davy
as she entered the photographer's galof melting ice by friction when but
lery.
was no older when be
He smiled sympathetically.
"Wait twenty.Ills Young
first communication to the
made
till you see the picture I lake," lie reand was In his
"You won't know your own Royal society
plied.
when lie first actively
year
it.
reIn
to
so
isn't
neck,
speak. No,
the
theory, i'res-ne- l
undulatory
espoused
touching, lint I always pose a long
when lie made his
was twenty-sinecked subject lower than the camera,
discoveries Iu the same
and the neck shortens up. That's only first important
who at once became
one of the tricks of the trade. The field, and Arago,
his champion, was then but two years
hatchet faced man I pose looking
his senior.
straight Into the camera In u full
Forbes was under thirty when he disto
broaden and
light. Ills face seems
the polarization of bent, which
covered
become more fleshy in this pose. The
the way to Mohr, then thirty-person with a fat, round face I place pointed to the mechanical
equivalent.
so that soft shadows veil either side
In 1SI0, when
twenty-twof the face, which bus a tendency to Joule was
and Mayer,
make the features more clear cut and his great work was begun,
Whose discoveries date from the same
handsome.
,
which was
"I often have subjects with crooked year, was then twenty-sixwhen he
llelmholtz
the
of
also
age
noses. Now, a crooked nose should lie
his Independent discovery
frankly attacked that is, the camera published
same law. William Thomson
should be pointed directly at the crook, of the
a youth just past his majority
which reduces It. If I took it from the was
when he came to the aid of Joule beside the deformity would be exaggeratfore the British society and but seven
ed a hundredfold.
he formulated his
"The homeliest persons need not fear years older when
own doctrine of dissipation of energy.
having their pictures taken If they will And Clausins and
Ranklne, who are
put themselves wholly iu the photogmentioned witli Thomson as
usually
as
Just
and
hands
pose
they
rapher's
the great developers of thermodyare instructed to." New York Press.
namics, were both far advanced with
their novel studies before they were
Lonely Man In a frond.
We may well agree with the
"Once In a great while,'' remarked thirty.
science that "the
the old New Yorker, "1 have been father of inductive
man who Is young In years may he
In the theater
out
on
Broadway
caught
district Just as the women and girls old in hours."- Kxchange.
were coming out from the matinee perTheory and Vraetlee.
formances. Iu spite of the fact that
"I am going to hitch my wagon to a
there are always a great many men iu
this crowd the proportion of femininity star!" exclaimed the enthusiastic young
is overwhelming, and I've been puzzled dramatist.
"Don't you do.it. my hoy," said the
to H iid a satisfactory reason for my
sense of confusion and eniliarrassnieut. experienced manager. "She'll lie sure
But now I know Just how I feel and to kick over the traces." Baltimore
why I have the emotions that always American.
beset me so keenly there at such a
Tod n y.
time. I am simply suffering in the way
Live today as though it was the only
a man always does who goes to an aftThis Is the secret
ernoon tea and tiuds himself the only day you had to live.
life of vitality
the
Of
forceful
life,
t'u;
on
has
one of his kind who
appeared
and fcoauty, the only life that Is worth
the scene." New York Tress.

by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Ifokc
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH,

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

1

twenty-sevent-

h

x

one,

-

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in t he Territory says it makes a specialty
of hotter grades nf printing and binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average docs not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
a.ked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps

j

WriEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITINQ THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
if WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
S PEOPLE
ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORI
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAT1
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY ZHIgl BAYi.
i

I

3
;

h

PRICE-LIS-

while.

Mary, Queen of Sent.
Mary, queen of Scots, must have believed in phonetic spelling, for she
wrote to her son in 1.170:
Deir Son- -t sen thlr berares to see zow
and bring me word how se do and to
remember zovv to learn? In tyme to love,
e
knaw and Mr God. and nlxt yat.
to Goddls command and good nahtr
ture, to remember ye dswtie anent
yat hes borne zow In htr sydes. I gend
low a bulk to learne n ye eamyn, and I
yat hOKennlng.
pray God zow may loa.-nand thnt he will give zow his blessing, as
I do hartlie give zow myne, In help zow
sail deserve It nulinu zow pome to discretion. Vour loving and good morter,

One-lin-

"

MA

rtlB

l.onK SIkIMpiI.
New Nurse Hut why don't you want

to take your baih, .lohnny?
Little Johnny -- 'fa use somebody said
the Rood die young, and I don't want
to take chances on being drowned.
See? Exchange.
Anxiety does not empty tomorrow of
Its sorrow; it empties today of Itn
Strength. Maclaren.

Entirety

R.

The Turku nud (lie 'reeent.
When l'hllip of Macedoii approached
by night with his troops to scale the
walls of Byzantium the moon, then
new or In crescent, shone out and discovered his design to the besieged,
who repulsed him. The crescent was
after that adopted as the favorite
badge of the city. When the Turks
took Byzantium they found the crescent in every public place and, b'ellev-Init to possess some magical power,
adopted It themselves.

g

CouBollufr.
"Look here," remarked a violinist re-

all
sentfully, "you were talking
through my solo."
"Oh, don't worry about that!" replied
the man addressed. "I assure you I
wasn't saying anything that you would
particularly want to hear."

Up to date
The

cminton
Standard Typewriters
New Models

6,

Tand 8

Absolutely Reliable, Always,

e

One-lii-- .e

Onlijie
One-lin- e

.11
Stamp, not over 2J inche loag
Each additional line on tame stamp, lOe.
Stamp, over 2$ and not ever 3J inche long. .t(k
Each additional line on lame etamp, 15e
Stamp, over 3 J and net over I uchea lonf . . .
Each additional line on same itamp, SOe.
It
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.

Curved lines on Stamp count as two linee.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inchea long way, lie eitrt
Larger sues at proportionate pricet.
inch it ain, wt ehargt
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch or fraetioi.
for one line for each one-ha-lf
DATES, ETC.
ll.'HI
Local DattTj any town and date lot ten yean
lOe
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
tit
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.10
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp md Wooi Cut, 1.10
Pearl Check Protector
1M
SELF INKING STAMF PADS.
lixSf, 10c; 2i3i, 15c; 1i31, 21c; 8Jx4J, lie; IJiSJ, 10c;
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDBI8I

jSEW HEXICAJS PRIJITIjSG CO.
ANTA

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
S27

Brody, Nw Yori

3
T

Fl,
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nsist upon Having Your PRESCRIPTIONS Filled at

THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

Each Article Prepared by Us is GUARANTEED FULL STANDARD STRENGTH and Free from any Adulteration Whatever.
also that your Prescription will be Filled Exactly as Your Doctor Intended It.

Re-membe-

r

W e Make This Out Specialty.
AND PERSONAL

SOCIAL

BAIS,

Ch;0CEh;S,

BUTCIjES!

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
No.

250 San Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

Grocery Telephone No. 4.
CANNED GOODS.

are in receipt o a car of eastern
canned (,'oods, pickles, sauces, etc.
,
Among these are included the
Blue Label and Heinz brand. We
are quoting very attractive prices on
these goods, which are all the very
best that it is possible for high grade
factories to turn out.
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.G0,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
case fo.OO.
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 13c and 20c.
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
cents.
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
cents.
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 13 cents.
Fern-dell-

SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegThe
etables is packed in Kansas.
freight rate is lower than from farther east and the goods are of very
fine quality. We offer the following
bergalns for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can,
Sunburst
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
12
case $2.50.
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
IK; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

DRIED FRUIT.
Dried fruit is now on sale from the
1900 crop. We are offering prunes In
especially attractive packages.
packages
packages,
and
packages we offer as follows:
In

size, very largo fruit, 15.
cenis.
In
size, very fair sized fruit.
10, 25 and 40 cents.
We also have the fruit in bulk and
in
boxes.
On full boxes our price is very attractive; if you can use so much ask
for price.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
cents.
pound, 12
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents,
1 pound of California Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little .lemon
added to figs or
peaches In cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly in the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2 pounds of the finest imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.
30-1-

and

40,

G5

00-7-

COAL s WOOD
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $0.00
$5.50
Monero lump
Raton nut
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75
$3-0-

j

$8.75
Anthracite furnace, ton
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs..$:5.n0
Four-foo- t
wood, per cord. . ,o.50
.

CAPITAL COAL YAK 13.
inririrR: Onrfleld

Ave.. Near A..T.

4

S. P. Dopot.

'FHoue

o. so.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- I buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
-

J. W. AKERS, Pfoprietof.

(Continued from Page Four)
Members of 'the freshman class of
ihe Hiigh School were entertained Uit
night by Roger Fiske and Eugene
Fiske, sons of Mr. ami .Mrs. E. A.
Fiske, at their 'homo ia. Cathedra
Present besides the hosts
Piano.
a
were Misses Amelia McFie,
l

,

May Horgore,

Hope

Wiley,

anil
Susan Weltmer, Freda Winlzo,
Mamie Whitman, and Jacob Safford,
Milton lhiill, Fern Wiley and Julius
The evening was sprint in
Loomis.
playing games, Music wus furnU-heby a large phonograph.
Mis- - Flora
Stiwald, of Lorraine,
Ohio, lias arrived In the city and is
a guest lit Sr. Vincent's Sanitarium.
She spent, several montibs previously
in Santa Fe.
Miss Edna Tloihlnson has
to Santa Fe and ilis a guest once more
at St. Vincents
Sanitarium alter
spending Hie holiday reason at her
limine in Chicago.
C, H. Alldredge, of Tucumcari, was
an arrival in- the city Tuesday evening and registered at the Claire Hotel.
Mr. Alldredge is an attorney in the
growing county seal of Quay County
:uh1 came to the city to lie admitted
;o the practice of his profession iif
home
Ho returned
the Territory.
yesterday.
Miss Cladys Llewellyn, daughter of
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, United
Slates attorney for Xew Mexico, arrived in the city today foui Las
Cruces, and will remain here for several months as the guest of her
brother and his wife. Surveyor
M. O. Llewellyn and Mrs. Llewel(ion-ora- l

lyn.
.Major W. If. H. LleweHyn, of Las
Graces, United States attorney fed'
Xew Mexico, is expected to reach the

Capital tomorrow.
Attorney R. A. Fiske left this afternoon on a business trip to Morlarty.

Minor City Topics.
(Continued from Page Five.)
This afternoon at 3:30 o'clock at
the Holy Faith occurred the funeral of the late Mrs.
Anne E. Gay, whose death occurred
on Thursday morning. The services
were largely attended and there were
many beautiful floral offerings. Burial
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Justice of the Peace Jose Ma. Garcia, of precinct No. 17, is a candion the Republican
date for
ticket. He is one of the best known
men in the city. He has filled that
position very acceptably for Hi years
past a mil his record- is proof that if
'he will continue to give
good and hcivest service to the people.
Naturally bis experience will
make bis services all the more valuable.'
He understands the duties of
justice of the peace fu'Hy and ts thoroughly acquainted wltih the laws bearing thereon. Eusebio Esctidem who
is a Republican candidate for constable in tho same precinct is also well
and favorably known to the people
of the city. If elected ho will make a
These two candidates
good official.
are entitled to tin; vote of all the good
citizens of the precinct,
irrespective
of party.
The election for justices of the
peace and constables in the city precincts Monday next will be held at
the following places: Precinct No. 3,
First Ward school house; Precinct
No. 4, at Ihe office of the justice of
the peace on Galisteo Street; Precinct
No. 17, at house of Jose L. Madrll, 220
Water Street; Precinct No. IS, at
house of Mrs. Julianita Chaves, on
Delgado Street. The following are the
candidates for these positions:
Reimliliofin
Ninnlns Sena.
justice of the peace; Manuel Montoya
v Colombo
constable. Demncrat-In-dependent Republican, Jose Anselmo
Padilla. justice of the peace; Fran
cisco Trujillo, constable. Precinct 4
Republican, Ricardo Alarld, justice
of the peace; Jose Dominguez, conRestable.
Ortiz y Martinez,
publican, Manuel
justice of the peace; Leocario Lopez,
Precinct 17 Republican,
constable.
Jose Ma. Garcia, justice of the peace;
Eusehlo Escudero, constable. Demo
Republican, Jose T.
the Church of

Pre-pine-

'A

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
Ul

KI

D8 Off KTJItPIMP MATSBXU,

Cori and Sto Wood Extra Dry, Gut t Fit Your Store
Delivered l Air
CERRILLOS
Purl of the Gtys:
uwlHAGAN
ad iT05AGEjWe
raaca Ofcce
Santa Fe.

TRANSFSK

l!in

js

IT

Hf-n-l

Democrat-Independe-

.1,
Sandoval, justice of the peace; Frank Cora E. Moffett, Socorro, Socorro
Hall, constable. Precinct IS Reputt-- County; Charles P. Graham, Abbott,
lican, Henry Pacheco, justice of the Colfax County; Jules A. Freeman,
peace; Roque Guerrero, constable. Uvillard, Torrance County.
Republican,!
Mineral Survey Approved.
Democrat - Independent
The following mineral survey has
Meliton Castillo, justice of the peace;
David Lobato, constable.
been approved by Surveyor General
J. E. Carlisle of this city lias been M. O. Llewellyn:
0. jijoi, the Tip Top Copper
appointed as an extra clerk at. the
depot of the Atchison, Topcka puny, Tip Top group comprising Tip
& Santa Fe Railway on account of the Top, Tip Top No. 2, Denver and
Ver No. 2 lodes, in Burro Mountain
freight traffic. ,
'.Mining District, Grant County. George
In. Bi'own, deputy mineral surveyor.
APTtHN ITFJflFn HTM
Meeting 'of Board of Equalization.
SALTON SEA The Territorial Board of Equaliza- ion will meet M'onduy next In regu- session in till Is city.
President Sends Special Message to lar
are
J. S. uncan, San
members
The
Condition
Congress Stating
As Grave.
Miguel County, president; Venceslao
;
The Ju'ramiH'O, Rio Arriba County,
Washington, D. C, Jan. 1
Martin l.ohman, Dona Ana
President today sent the Senate a
F. Winkle. Chaves County;
message urging some action by Con- County; J.
J.
gress towards remedying the situa- Robort P. Ervein, Union County;
tion caused by a break In the Col- A. M'ahbney, Luna County,
Articles of Incorporation.
orado River four miles below the inThe following articles of Incorporaternational line in Mexico and which
threatens property interests in the tion have been filed in the office of
The Territorial Secretary J. W. Rayn'olds:
Imperial Valley of California.
The Ready Pay Reduction Company,
message contains a long review of the
situation and says prompt action must a foreign corporation organized in
be taken, otherwise conditions will Arizona. Principal place of business
Sierra
become so extreme as to be imprac-- j in Now Mexico,
ticablo of remedy. He estimates that County. Territorial! agent, Ceorge E.
for $2,000,000 the river can be re- Kubale, at Hillsb'oro.
Capital stock
stored to its former channel. The SI, 100,000, divldwl imlo one million,
question of what sum if any, should lone ihundirod 'thousand stares of the
be paid by the Southern Pacific fm'ij!;;ir vajue of $1 each. Object, operat
works.
the work done since November 4 is ing smelters and1 reduction
one for future consideration.
Duration,, fifty years.
Incorporator's,
Referring to the California Devel- August C. St relit wolf. Jr., New Brunsopment Company he said the United wick, New Jersey; William V. Somer-v'i'i'Slates should acquire its rights and
London, England; James O.
its irrigation project should be car- Woo'ilward, New York City.
ried out by the reclamation service.
.Vara Visa Trust 'and Savings Bank
(Inc.) Principal place of business at
.Vara Visa, Union County. TerritoAND
rial agent, J. R. Daugherty, at Mara
OFFICER SHOT Visa. Capital stock, $15,000, divided
.'nto ono 'hundred and fifty shares of
Mh
par value of $100 each. Object,
Doming, X. M., Jan. 12. C, O.
Duration,
is In jail here charged with at- gencrnil banking business.
W.
K
Incorporators,
tempting to kill Jack Wright, deputy fifty years.
John
of
Burns,
of
brother
who
a
Tucumcari;
is
Buchanan,
marshal,
city
Luther Wright, the city marshal. The Blanche Burns, Frances Ruth Burns,
wa shot, through Willard Belknap, John Pell, Austin A.
deputy city
the right lung anil is In a serious con- Ball. J. R. iDaiightry, all of Nana Visa.
El Capilan Cattle Company. Princl
dition but hopes are entertained for
fired upon the pal place of business, Rnswell, Chavhis recovery.
officer wlille the latter was attempt es County. Territorial agent, Enimett
Capital stock
ing to arrest hint as being a suspi Patton, at Roswell.
Cossons came here $000,000, 'divided into six thousand
cious character.
about a week ago and' bis suspicious shares of the par value of $100 each.
actions led the 'authorities to believe Object, dealing in livestock and genthat he was up to mischief. After eral merchandise. Duration, fifty
the shooting Cossons walked Into years. Incorporators, J. R. Dendinger,
Smith's barber shop where 'he was Enimett Patton and Ed S. Gibba.i.
ill of Roswell.
arrested.

nominal no loans. Prime mercantile
paper 6Cl-2- ; siSver G8
iNew York, Jan. 12. Coujper and
lead unchanged.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 12. Spelter
steady, G.650.70.
STOCK MARKET.
Atchison, 10G
pfd., 101
New York Central, 133,
Pennsylvania, 136
Southern Pacific, 95
Union Pacific, 180
pfd., 92
Copper, 119
Steel, 49
pfd., 100
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111,, Jan. 12. Wheat, May
7G
July 7G
Corn, May 43
July 43
Oats, May 3G
July 33
Pork, May $10.45; July $10.00.
Lard, May $9.42
July $9.47
Ribs, May $9.02
July $9.15.

Coni-loci-

Den-heav- y

socre-'tniy-

-

cows,

SANTA

$2.504.25.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
STEAM HEATED.

.

ALL MODERN CONVENI

Chicago, 111., Jan. 12. Cattle receipts, 400; steady. Beeves, $4.20(f?
7.15; cows and heifers, $1.C0(f?5.25;
stockers and feeders, $2.G0((f4.S5;
Texans, $3.75 4.50; calves, $(ifij8.25.
2.000;
steady.
receipts,
Sheep
Sheep$3.ff5.75; lam $sb4,7.
Sheep, $3(ff5.75; lambs, $4.757.55.

ENCES FOR SICK
PEOPLE,
to $50 per Week.
Payment Invariably in Advance,

PRICES:-$- 16

j

THE

Cos-son-

New Mexican
Pointing
Company

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Methodist.
E. C. Anderson, Pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Preaching 11 a. m.

San Francisco, Cab. Jan. PiThe
North German Insurance Company of
Hamburg, which has been ordered by
Subject: "Christian Attainment."
Ihe German courts to pay all claims
Bpwort.h League 0:45 p. m.
against it, had risks amounting to
Union preaching service at tne
$4,500,000 In the big fire here last!P;m Presbyterian Church at 7:30
The company denied us na-- j
April.
First Presbyterian.
bllity on the ground of an earthquake
Geo. F. Sevier, Pastor.
clause in the policy and has paid no; Sunday school 9:45.
claims. It is understood by insur-Preaching 11 o'clock.
ance men here that the suit in the! Subject: "The Constant Presence."
to
test, that, parGerman courts was
Junior Endeavor 2:30.
ticular clause and that, the decision
Y. P. S. C. E. C:30.
was based upon the punctuation of
At 7:30 there will bo a union ser
the clause.
vice In the Presbyterian Church at
which time Rev. E. C. Anderson will
preach.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
All are cordially invited to tihese

UBL1

RIN1
BINDERS

o

services'.
Roosevelt

on Panama Canal.

First Sunday after Epiphany.
Roosevelt's
special
President
January 13, 1907.
message to Congress concerning the
First mass at 7 o'clock a, m.
Panama canal has been issuel in an
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon in
illustrated edition, which may be pro- English.
f Docucured from Superintendent
Third mass at 10:30 o clock. Serments, Government Printing Ofte, mon in Spanish.
.At 4 o'clock p. m. Vespers and
Washington, D. C, for 50 cents per
copy.
Benediction.
The exhaustive manner in whi?h
The Church of the Holy Faith.
this subject has been treats in mn
(Episcopal)
Rev. W. R. Dye in charge.
message, with the addition of seven
appendixes and twen'.y-siSunday School at 0:45 a. m.
illustrations, makes .ne puuncauoa a
Morning prayer with sermon at 11
on this subject of o'clock a. m.
veritable
world interest.
Evening prayer at 4:30 o'clock.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Seats free. All cordially invited.
The following have ibeen appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager-ma'

x

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT: OPENING: BLANK: BOOK.

full-pag- e

text-boo- k

.

j

:

Baca, Socorro, Socorro County; William H. Newcomb, Silver City,
Grant County; John O. Miller, Agri- cultural College, Dona Ana County;
A. B.

gf
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MARKET REPORT.
MONEY

-

MV6

n

AND METALS.
12.
Money on call

New York, Jan.

MfcU
XTfrytiil
W
Tarda t Cerrill.,

VISITORS ARE
TO COME IN AND LOOK A ROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

sell-

sold at,

ewes, $l(ff 5.32

ANYTHING

DOESN'T COST

"Lots on the public square are

ing from $350 to $750 each and but
few can be bad at those figures. Resident property is selling rapidly In the
addition recently made by Thomas

Sheep receipts, none; unchanged.
Muttons, $4.755.75; lambs, $G.75P
fed
7.G0; range wethers, $l.50(frfi.50;

Y

CHURCH

$25,000 and under the management of
Mr. Coon will no doubt bo a great
commercial success. .Town property
is very valuable.
Town Lots Sell Well.

Armstrong, lots in the addition being
$4 u to $50, but on the original
townsito they are much more valuable.
Good Citizens for Good Lands,
"The class of citizenship is unsurpassed. There cannot bo any government land had nearer the town than
fifteen miles unless one buys a relinThe price of these dequishment.
pends upon the improvements and acWOOL MARKET.
cessibility to the town. Water can be
12.
Wool had at a
St. Louis, Mo., Jan.
depth of from 40 to 150 feet.
steady, unchanged.
Usually one gets water and an abunLIVE STOCK.
dance of it nt shallow depth."
Kansas City, Mo Jan. 12. Cattle
receipts 1,000; steady. Native steers,
$44.50; Southern steers, $3.255;
Southern cows, $2.30(iT3.75; native
cows and heifers, $2.25 (f( 5; stockers
and feeders, $34.75; bulls, $:iffi4.30;
fed
Cor. Water St. and Oaspsr A'e.
$3.25(ffi7.50; Western
calves,
Ted
Western
steers,
$3.755.50;
NEW MEXICO
'
FE

iseni'i-annu'-

POOR PUNCTUATION
LOST LAW SUIT!

(Continued from Page One.)

DUDROW

ALWAYS

& MONTENIE

The Biggest Curio Stora in the West
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

FIVE

SOUVENIR

II

POSTAL

CARDS

FDR

FIVE

CENTS

uu Can't Miss the Place

CANDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
Street

Look

font the Old

Undertakers and
An old soldier writes about
ARIOSA Coffee : " Your coffee
is the best and richest coffee I ever

'OT
of consumers, roasted
and the pores of each berry sealed with

SEALCT

PACKAGES

drank since I left the service, from a coating of fresh eggs and pure sugar,
'61 until I received your coffee to hold the goodness in and make the
coffee settle clear and quickly.
Better
yesterday." A soldier knows coffee
than
roast."
"fresh
him
makes
it
and
the
Warming a
by the taste,
way

average cost per pound, and enables us
to give you better coffee for your
money than you can buy in any other
way. There are more packages of
ARIOSA sold in the United States
than all the other Coffee packages

sooner go without little develops the flavor and makes the combined. '
than without his coffee. grinding easy. Our enormous coffee
If your grocer will not supply, write to
Arbuckles ARIOSA was the first business, exceeding the next four largest
ARBUCKLE BROS..
Wow
roasted, packaged coffee, packaged for firms in the world together, reduces our
Ctr.
feel, and would
his bread

Mexican

Cart.

rl

t3 J,

Embaltners

protection

All Kinds of

Picture Framing

DUDROW S OFFICE BUILDING.

Day Phone 35

j
j
)

'

Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue,
Telephone No. 142,

Sunday-

-

Foot

Of

Pa' ice Avenue,

Nlghti
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